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Climate: The New York Law School 
Recession and 
the Ball 
is over ... 
'ol. VIIl, Jssue 2 A Jourrial ofArtt Culture, Law &. Politics 
Dean Simon to Step Down 
$60,000 for 
a 3 Year 
Subscription 
'May 1991 
B. Shaw munity together in a constructive way, to 
Last week Dean Simon ~ettled the improve the s..:hooi. to improve the iacuny 
rumor"s floating around NYLS when he and student body, to improve the oppor-
officially anno~mced to the Faculty and tuni~ies for graduates .. and to give some 
Staff that he would be stepping down as s~rv1ce to the surrounding urban commu-
Dean after the 1991-1992 academic vear. mty. It's a very satisfying job." Dean 
Dean Simon's resignation and return t~ the ~imon did note. however. that being an 
faculty marks nearly a decade of leader- independent law school has both advan-
ship marking most dramatic changes and tages .. and disadvantages. "The advan" 
improvements. including the opening of tages._ state~ the Dean, "are that we can 
the Mendik Law Library, the inauguration . do .things _fairly .dramatically in a short 
of the Lawyering Skills Program and pe~1od ?f time without wading_ through a 
sweeping renovations of the school university bureaucracy which can divert 
facilities. the energies and resources of a law school. 
Dean Simon, who described his tenure The down side of an independent law 
as Dean of NYLS as "the most satisfying sc~ool ~s that you're n~t affiliated with a 
job of his professional career," believes umvers1ty so you don t have an overall 
his decision to step down after the centen- university atmosphere. but at a graduate 
nial celebration is a natural transition for level school located in the middle of New 
a changt" in leadership at the school It's York City. presumably students and faculty 
time to. \eave but l wanted to take the can find what they need that they don't 
school through the centennial celebra- find here." 
tion." stated Dean ·simon. "By that time Dean Simon also praised the faculty for 
I will have been Dean for nine and a half making his Deanship at NYLS a period 
years. It seems to me to be a natural time during which the School experienced un-
for a change in leadership and a natural paralelled growth and recognition. Dean 
time for me to take a break." Simon stated, "I he taculty 1s the most 
Dean Simon is pleased that his succes- talented and productive in the history of 
sor will find the school in the strongest the school. It is an excellent teaching fac-
shape it has ever been. Reflecting on the ulty and I think a very productive and 
challenges the school has faced over the 1 scholarly faculty. It is a faculty that is 
last nine years, Dean Simon commented, increasingly known nationally in their 
'.'being dean of an independent law school fields and who lecture widely when called 
1s an exercise in institution-building. It's a upon." 
creative enterprise to try to bring the com- Please tum to page 5 
Justice John Marshall Harlan Conference 
by James P. Horan 
A conference to honor Justice John Mar-
H , Cl' • f '} Ch 11 shall Harlan, NYLS Class of 1924, ousmg lillC I es a enge To brought an eminent group of judges, con-
stitutional scholars and practicing attor-
Legion of Merit as a bombing intelligence 
officer with Eighth Army Air Force during 
World War II . After the war, Harlan re-
turned ~o the practice of law and-was ap-
pointed to the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit in 1954. Nine 
months later he was elevated to the United 
States Supreme Court by President Dwight 
D. Eisenhower where he served from 1955 
until his retirement in 1971. Justice Harlan 
died in 1971. 
M ~ t ' H ] t E • neys to NYLS on Saturday, April 20. An anu1ac urer s an over rus xpans1on audience of more than 120 listened to three 
. . distinguished panels and a luncheon 
by Elizabeth Rose Ml-IT asserts that it has met the credit needs speaker describe Justice Harlan as a well 
On March 11, the New York Law School of Harlem. ·respected, thoughtful and meticulous 
Housing Clinic, on behalf of the City Wide The case as filed ~n March 11 has re- judge and lawyer. 
Responsible Banking Alliance, filed a chal- quested MHTto commit to lend one hun~red The conference kicked off with an intro-
lenge with the Federal Reserve Board to and fifty tho~sand dollars to small busmes- duction and brief biography of Justice Har-
block ManufacturersHanoverTrust's acquis- , ses and housing developments. Ian given by Dean James Simon. Justice 
ition of several Goldome Banks. The alliance also points out that Ml-IT Harlan was the grandsom and namesake 
The City Wide Responsible Banking Al- has continued to do business with South of John Marshall Harlan. an Associate Jus-
liance consists of community groups in African banks, which has facilitated these tice on the . United States Supreme Court 
Manhattan who, along with New York Law banks' foreign trade. The Clinic also re- from 1877 to 1911. Justice Harlan attended 
School Professor Richard Marsico, allege quested Ml-IT to stop this lending. Princeton University and was president of 
that MHT has failed to comply with the Professor Marisco worked with Housing his class. He was a Rhodes Scholar and 
Community Reinvestment Act of 1977 Law Clinic students Kevin McAllister and studied at Oxford University. After his 
which requires banks to meet the credit Deberah Paulis last semester and is currently graduation from NYLS in ·1924, he earned 
needs of their communities. The Clinic al- _ working with Maria Fernandez-Gomez and a reputation as an excellent, successful 
leges that MHT has red-lined Harlem due Rhonda Cooper. and thorough trial lawyer at the firm now 
to the race of the majority of Harlem's resi- known as Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, 
dents, asserting that MJ-IT's lending rate is Elizabeth Rose, NYLS '93, B.A. Political Palmer & Wood. 
higher in compatible white communities. Science, American University '90. Justice Harlan was awarded a French 
The first panel discussed Justice Har-
lan's career as a judicial conservative. The 
panel was composed of: Prof. Charles 
Fried of Harvard University, Prof. Bruce 
Ackerman of Yale, Prof. Kent Greenwalt 
of Coiumbia. Professor Gerafd Gunther of 
Stanford was unable to attend because of 
a pinched nerve, so Dean Simon read his 
prepared remarks. The panel was moder-
ated by Chief Judge James Oakes of the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Cir-
cuit. 
All of the speakers said Justice Harlan 
believed that·the court should refrain from 
making law and defer to the legislature. 
Please tum to page 3 
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Letters and Comments 
To the Editor: 
Where have all the feminists gone, you 
ask? Gone to complacency, killed by 
Reaganomics, you presume? A characteri-
zation of the young feminist certainly de-
serves more than a list of patronizing con-
clusions sung to the tune of "Where Have 
All the Flowers Gone." Rather than set a 
condescending tone, the issue of feminism 
and its changing role in the nineties merits 
a more thoughtful analysis. 
Women have fought hard to achieve a 
particular end; that is, equality between 
the sexes. However, the founders of the 
feminist movement did not prescribe one 
particular means to attain that end. For 
some it is burning a bra or demanding 
non-gender based labels. For others, it is 
achieving success in a male-dominated oc-
cupation. For others, it is embracing 
their role as a feminist without relinquish-
ing their femininity. What lessons have 
we, the young feminists, learned you ask? 
We have learned that in essence, this move-
ment is about options, not anger. 
We have learned there is not one mold 
into which all feminists must fit. We have 
learned to examine our successes and fail-
ures in terms of our status as people, not 
merely as women. When faced with 
missed opportunities, we look inside our-
selves first, before hastily assuming gen-
der discrimination. Let us not create a self-
fulfilling prohpecy. By doing so, the entire 
movement suffers. 
Christine M. O'Connor, NYLS '93 
Ann. T. Kenny, NYLS '93 
This is an open letter to the student body 
to express our outrage at the recent alloca-
tion of $9 ,000 to the Barrister's Ball Com-
mittee by the executive board of the SBA. 
As student organizations which struc-
tures events and symposia to benefit and 
enlighten the entire student body, it is 
beyond our comprehension that such an 
exhorbitant sum could be allocated to a 
special committee to plan a party that only 
a limited number of students can attend, 
and that is a paying function. Student 
funds are to be utilized by the students at 
large; not by the few that can afford it, 
that have time for it, or that control it. 
This past year the vast majority of SBA 
funds have gone to parties which are not 
attended by a majority of students, night 
students, students who work part-time, or 
students with families. 
An allocation of funds of this magnitude 
to a special committee by the executive 
board is unconscionable, and cannot be 
rationalized at any level. 
The Executive Boards 
of LLSS/BLSA 
IN MEMORIAM 
We at the Reporter, on behalf of stu-
dents, professors, administrators and 
staff, wish to exp~ our sadness at the 
death of Owen Kupferschmid, Esq. and 
to wish Professor Teitel courage at this 
difficult time. 
April 16, 1991 
The class of '91 members of Student 
Organizations would like to thank the 
Office of Student Affairs: Helena Prigal, 
Monica Coen, and Sally Harding for all 
their help. We appreciate the dedication 
they exhibit toward their work and their 
concern for students at NYLS. We also 
encourage everyone to continue their 
student organization activities. It sure 
makes going to law school a lot more 
fun! Thanks and goodbye! 
The New York Law School 
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Intrepid 3Ls finally reached the end of the rainbow, but it's still a leap from reality. 
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in History. ing/Communication Arts. 
Dineen McDonald Garcia was elected Valerie Meakin was elected secretary of SBA ELECTIONS 
treasurer. Dineen replaces outgoing trea- th Student Bar Association. She replaces 
Lawyers Guild and the Employment and surer Brenna Mahoney. A first year stu- 1 Elizabeth Colontonio. '"· by Michael Wood 
April 17, 1991. Elizabeth 'Colontdiio. 
NYLS '92, was elected president of the 
Student Bar Association in the two-day 
election held April 15 and 16, announced 
outgoing SBA president Mike Isaacs, 
NYLS '91. Elizabeth has been active in 
the SBA. serving as secretary in the previ-
ous administration and chairperson of the 
student Quality of Life committee. 
The newly elected SBA day division 
vice president is Kathleen Barnett, replac-
ing Daren Domina. Kathleen is the former 
attorney-general of the Student Bar Associ-
ation. 
The returning SBA evening division 
vice president is Jack Frohlich . He ran 
unopposed. Jack has previously served as 
a student senator and is active in the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union and, National 
Labor Law Student Association. He is re- dent, she has been active in the Latino Glenn Miller was reelected as theAmer-
cording Secretary for the Track Division Law Student Association. She is the repre- ican Bar Association representive. Glenn, 
of Transport Workers Union, Local 100. sentative to the Northeastern Latino Law a third year evening student, ran unop-
He is a '73 graduate of SUNY Stony Students Association. She also writes for posed. Glenn is a cartoonist for the Repor-
Brook, majoring in economics. He is a the Reporter. Dineen was.recently selected ter. One of his cartoons appears in this 
guest speaker at the NYU School of Bus- by the New York County Lawyers Associ- issue of the paper on page 12. 
iness and Management. Jack authored the ation for a special eight-week internship 
Model statutes on drug testing, distributed with the Manhatten Supreme Court. Di-- Michael Wood, NYLS '93, B.S. Labor 
by the ACLU to state affiliates . neen is a 1989 graduate ofC.W. Post/Long Studies, '90, Harry Van Arsdale, Jr. 
First-year student Douglas Stern was Island University majoring in Broadcast- School of Labor Studies. 
elected attorney-general. He ran unop- 1 
posed. He replaces Kathleen Barnett. 
Doug has been active in the SBA, the 
Gaelic Law Society, the Criminal Law So-
ciety, serves as a copy editor for the 
New York Law School Reporter, and was 
a part of our recent softball competition 
in West Virginia. Doug is a 1989 graduate 
of Hofstra University. He receive his B.A. 
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Harlan (Continued) other panel members were: Prof. Norman .. '---------------------------------' Dorsen of NYU, who is the past-president be embarrassed, amused and bemused." and New York Law School . 
of the ACLU; Prof. William Van Alstyne Mr. Lister figured that if Justice Harlan Mrs. Dillingham, Justice Harlan's 
This theme was echoed many times during of Duke Univ.; Dean Jesse Choper of the was present for the conference he would granddaughter, said "We never had a street 
the conference. This belief often put Jus- Univ. of California at Berkeley; and Prof. have said at its conclusion, "Let's get back in the family, and I hope to walk down it 
tice Harlan at odds with the other members Nadine Strossen, who was introduced by to work.'' often." NYLS students will walk down 
of the Warren Court on which he served. Judge Miner as, "President of the ACLU The conference presentation will be Justice John M. Harlan Way many times 
One example of Justice Harlan ·s belief \n and star of Nightline and Cross-fire." Jus- published in a special centennial issues of in the future . · · 
judicial restraint was his dissent m tice Harlan gave a fairly broad reading to the New York Law School Law Review. The One spectator at the. ceremony ob-
M1randa whre he disagreed with the federal rights. but he did not believe that Centennial Conference in honor of Justice served. "It's just another sign to con.fuse 
.. Nakedly legislative character of the they should be incorporated through the John Marshall Harlan was the firstpresen- bus and c~b drivi;!rs." HopefullY. the sign 
court's decision." A well reasoned and fourteenth amendment onto the states. Jus- tat ion in the newly renovated amphitheater will be more than that. Perhaps a glance 
thorough dissent based on substantial pre- tice Harlan was the author of the constitu- on the ninth floor of A building. at tht: street sign may inspire s9me NYLS 
cedent was the hallmark of Justice Harlan. tional right to privacy and freedom of as- At the ceremony, Dean Simon thanked ~.tudents and ericoura~e them .to fq.llqw in 
After a lunch of poached salmon. Prof. sociation. CouncilmemberFriedlanderforherefforts the footsteps of the great jurist. 
Tinsley Yarbrough of East Carolina Univ.. Ther final panel of the day discussed in the City Council to get the city to re- ---·------------
author of a forthcoming biography of the how Justice Harlan viewed the legal pro- name the street. Assemblywoman Glick James P. Horan, NYLS '93, B . Engineer-. 
justice. provided more insight into the life cess. This panel fleshed out Justice Harlan said, "This street honors Justice Harlan ing Cooper Union, '83. 
of a great jurist. Prof. Yarbrough replaced through his letters and personal anecdotes. 
the schedu\ed !'>peaker A.ssociate lust ice Mr. Char\es Lister of Covington & Burling 
Lewis Powell who was unable to attend moderated the panel of: Prof. Martha Field 
because of poor health. Prof. Yarbrough of Harvard Univ.; Prof. Charles Nesson of 
d}scu~s~~,,the ·~Rfor~l!tU9eot ;reJatjo:nship Ha~ard Vniv,;Mr. 'David Shapiro, Depury 
between Justice Felix Frankfurter and his Solicitor General of the U.S. Dept. of Jus-
younger co\\eague Just\ce Harlan, a theme tice; and Prof. Donald Ziegler of NYLS . 
that was picked up later in the day. . Prof. Nesson read excerpts from some of 
The afternoon session consisted of the Justice Harlan's papers. Prof-Field said 
final two pane\s. The second pane\ of the that Justice Harlan was respected among the 
day, moderated by Judge Roger Miner of clerks at the Supreme Court because he 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second actually listened to them. Mr. Lister gues-
Circuit, evaluated Justice Harlan's deci- sed at how the Justice would react to the 
sions pertaining to the Bill of Rights. The conference. He said, "The Justice would 
fir~~ 
l I: .(',i·"'· ·1q ll ')\ :~~ ·i. 
(( r I,• ' 0 ••• ' I 
00~ 
Party 
r,{'i ...... :J~ 
,J,.., ' .. ,. 
I ,. I • ··- • ' 
_·' 
TUES, May 21 
After Crim Law Final 
5:00 TO 9:00pm 
I~ ~)~ 
,l, l ,i\ll lhe Beer and Vodka ~ou can ll 0'it ~i;;t~oyd·s·T~~ .... 
!~ CORNER OF CHURCH & MURRAY 11 
I' " } \\ (: OriE ON. 1L · s This is the last chance to 
)~( p =1rty u•il h your classmates till next year. \~\ Tichets p1- e-sold at $f.S, $f6 at the door!' 
l1l See B. Neviile, Pat Benn or Chris Luon~o. 
I); J 
l' \\ . . . . f... . . l~ - :;;:- • · -~-. ... . ... ......:../_&. .... ,: ..... ~..... J.,. \. 
We all know that a lawyer entrusted with client funds 
has important fiduciary responsibilities. We know, too, 
that the misuse of those funds is an exception, not the 
rule. • But when it happens, it's an embarrassment to 
the legal profession. That's why lawyers nationwide 
finance client protection funds. Not to write off debts 
of honor, but to reimburse them. • The Lawyers ' Fund 
in New York serves better than most. Since 1982, it 
has restored more than $17 million to eligible law 
clients. Those awards come from the Fund's share of 
the biennial registration fee, not tax dollars. And nearly 
every eligible client receives 100 percent reimburse-
ment.• That's something to· be proud of. Because it's 
not just our clients we're protecting. It's our honor. 
li6 
Lawyers' Fund for Client Protection 
of the State of New York 
Fifty-Five Elk Street, Albany. New York 12210 • (5 18) 474-8438 (Toll-free NYS 1-800-442-FUND) 
© 1990 Lawyers· Fund for Client Protection of the State of New York 
I' 
• 
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Bias Sensitivity Forum "a woman usually won't present an idea of each semester would only call on people unless she thinks it's a B plus or better, who had not spoken previously. but men will talk if their ideas are D plus Another aspect of the the issue of who 
or better-they'll even cite the New York benefits most from class was the presenta-
Otis Damslet 
On March 19, 1991, the Office of Stu-
dent Services sponsored a one-hour open 
forum on bias sensitivity. 
Professor Marjorie Silver introduced the 
forum with a brief description of the rising 
incidents of bias on campuses nationwide, 
including a few incidents here last year. 
The forum then proceeded immediately to 
student questions and observations; some 
of the highlights follow. 
Steve Zorowitz, coordinator of the Les-
bian and Gay Law Students Assoc at ion, 
asked whether the NYLS curriculum 
would address bias in attorney-client rela-
tions; Professor Silver answered that these 
issues will be part of the new Lawyering 
Skills program, which will begin next 
year. Another student asked whether 
NYLS provides any recourse against stu-
dents who deface signs or verbally assault 
other students; the answer was that these 
acts violate the school's code of academic 
responsibility. 
Most of the forum consisted of an open 
discussion of life in the classroom. One Post." Fran Chan, President of the Legal tion of the law to a stereotypically male 
student, PatTersch, observed that tensions Association for Women, suggested that point of view. Forsch, jokingly referring 
surrounding obvious sensitive issues like professors should set the environment, but to the "New York Law School for Boys," 
slavery, the internment of Japanese Amer- that it is up to the students to raise the pointed out that patterns like the frequent 
icans during World War II, and bias in the issues. use of sports analogies to explain legal 
legal system, are left unspoken or are un- Several professors agreed that men are issues made many students, especially 
evenly handled in class; she suggested that much more likely than women to speak women, feel like guests in a boys-only 
the faculty should more thoroughly encour- out in class, but explained that trying to athletic club. She pointed out that the law 
age discussion of these topics and their call on volunteers , who are presumably was written by and for one specific group 
role in the development of law. Another prepared and interested in the topic of the of people, but that a law school should 
student disagreed, maintaining that pro- discussion, inevitably favors the groups include all the members of the community 
fesors should never deviate from present- that volunteer most. Prof. Arthur Leonard equally. On a different note , Seamus Mur-
ing case law. Prof. Albert Hammond re- said that because women are a minority phy complained about bias against white 
sponded that students cannot develop 'an in most classrooms, and because men are heterosexual Christian males. Professor 
appropria'te understanding of cases or sta- socialized to be more aggressive with their Hammond aserted that all students must 
tutes without understanding the legal pro- views, volunteers tend to be male. Prof. see themselves as part of a larger group, 
cess and its motives," including the rela- Da,vid Chang, however, said that, in his "with a common purpose of learning." 
tive positions of different groups within experience, making a point C?f bringing Professor Silver concluded the forum 
the system. women into the discussionencouraged others by saying that anyone who had concerns 
One question that pervaded much of the to volunteer. Professor Hammond said tha.t regarding bias should talk with or write to 
discussion was whether all students get he approaches quiet students to make sure anyone in the Student Affairs Office. From 
the same benefit from class. Liz Ames they understand the material , and encour- the faculty perspective, Professor Leonard 
pointed out that men tend to dominate ages them to speak out in class . Professor added that professors do read course 
class discussion with their own agenda, Silver related the story of another profes- evaluations, and encouraged students to 
and without regard for others. Ames said sor who for several weeks toward the end write frankly. 
NYLS Bias Committee Several times during this forum, the same attendee referred to NYLS as "New 
York Law Boy School." Each time that 
she did, she emphasized the word "boy." 
This I found offensive. I further found it 
to be quite hypocritical on her part, since 
she had earlier complained about perceived 
insensitivity on the part of another. Sup-
pose I felt that this school was placating 
the whims of the feminists or the lesbians 
on campus. Would this give me the right to 
refer to NYLS as "New York Law Lesbian 
School?" Absolutely not. To compound her 
error, she did not notice that one of the 
professors, an African-American, cringed 
whenever she used the word "boy." 
end up in the realm of the ridiculous (e.g. 
Colorado legislature has passed a law by 
which if you "slander" a fruit or vegetable 
you can be held civilly liable; another state 
is looking to give the same protection to 
insects) . Or worse yet, they could follow 
the path of political correctness, which 
will only encourage acts of bigotry. 
Seamus Murphy 
On March 19, 1991, the Student Affairs 
Committee/NYLS Bias Committee held 
an open forum . As stated in their March 8, 
1991 letter 'The purpose of the forum is 
to discuss student experiences in the class-
room regarding perceived racism, sexism, 
homophobia, or other instances of insensi-
tivity to minorities, women, gays and les-
bians [emphasis added]." This statement, 
as it is written, shows a blatant lack of 
sensitivity to those who are not members 
of those aforementioned groups. 
I congratulate the committee on using 
the word "perceived." Because someone 
perceives or considers something to be the 
truth, does not make it so. For example, 
one female attendee seemed upset that one 
of her professors used sports analogies dur-
ing his lectures. She felt that this showed 
insensitivity towards women. 
Unfortunately for her, this belief only 
shows her bias and her lack of understand-
ing as to what it takes to be a good lawyer. 
Sports is not the sole domain of men. 
One of the goals of the "Women's Move-
ment" is to do away with this kind of sexist 
thinking that certain things are the exclu-
sive domain of women or of men. For 
example. I do not play golf because ram 
a man or because of my political affilia-
tion; l play golf because my wife, a be-
liever in women's equality. loves playing 
the game. Furthermore, if you don't know 
something, you should read up on it for 
a client of yours may one day benefit from 
the knowledge. 
I wish the NYLS Bias Committee :the 
best of luck in their attempt to rid NYLS 
of bias and insensitivity. Their goal is an 
_admirable one, but is no easy task. In their 
effort to accomplish their goal. they could 
animals may mean nothing to him, but 
they meant everything to the other animals 
and fishermen in Alaska who relied on 
those creatures for food. We will all have 
to wait and see if the food chain can sur-
Environlllent: Extra Help 
The Enviro-Dork Special 
Pete Wagner thing. Why use energy and resources to vive this veritable annihilation. 
I am writing on behalf of other "Enviro- drill/ mine/ cut/ prepare/ or manufacture After this brush-off, Mr .. Luongo gave 
Seamus S. Murphy, IL 
A Reporter 
a day keeps the 
New York Times away. 
can make a difference and help solve the 
problems if they think globally and act 
locally. The problems are not black and 
white. Not all of them can be solved 
through conservation, recycling or reduc-
tion, but most of them can be solved if 
people like you and I make an effort. If 
you want to help create a cleaner and safer 
world for your children, and their children, 
become an enviro-dork. 
Pete Wagner, NYLS '93, Dartmouth A.B. 
History '89. (Not quite a granola, but de-
finitely an enviro-dork.) 
Writing Competition Winner 
New York Law School student Steven 
Siegel was awarded second place in the 
Fourth Annual Stephen G. Thompson 
Memorial Writing Competition. Steven 
is the fifth New York Law School to gain 
recognition in a national writing com-
petition in two years. 
dorks" who were either amused sad. mad, something, when you can reuse or refabri- us an economics lesson. He justified the 
upset. or pissed at Christopher Luongo's cate the same product (or a different prod- mass destruction of the delicate sub-Arctic 
article Co11fessio11s of a11 A11ti-E111·iro11- uct) with materials that are readily availa- ecosystem by saying that ''Exxon paid for 
memalist which appeared in the March ble and pollute Jess? Recycling paper the majority of the cleanup ... and within 
1991 edition of The Reporter. I find that means that less trees are cut down, and years the Alaska gulf will be back to life." 
Mr. Luongo made several incorrect as- less water is wasted and polluted. That Money will not solve this problem. Mos't 
sumptions. First of all, not all environmen- isn't quenching a thirst, that's sheer com- of the oil-drenched otters and gulls that 
talists have a "myopic"' belief that all "en- mon sense. Recycling glass reduces energy we saw on television are dead. We do not 
vironmental" products are good or will consumption by V3 and cuts water usage know how many fish, mammals and pos-
·save the world. I consider myself an en- m half! Recycling aluminum means that sibly people will be ultimately affected by 
vironmentalist, and in this column I en- strip mines don't have to be cut into the this preventable and tragic incident. 
courage others to use products that don't land. Recycling aluminum also reduces re- Maybe, the Gulf of Valdez will return to 
harm the environment. and I implore them lated ambient air pollution by 95lk ! To get a semblance of its former life, but at what 
to reduce their waste and recycle what they I ton of aluminum from raw materials. it cost? The cost is not measurable in dollars 
can. I agree with Mr. Luongo that much takes 8.760 pounds of bauxite and 1,020 and cents, but instead is measurable in the 
of life is a trade-off or a cost. however I of petroleum coke. The aluminum industry loss of people whose lives depend on the 
think that he is wrong in his overall assess- states that those figures are cut by 95lk fish in the gulf. It is measurable in the 
ment of the situation and the position of when recycled aluminum is used. Why not number of whales, crabs and salmon 
other environmentalists. For example, recycle and conserve? It's not that hard!! whose very existence relies on the plankton, 
while Mr. Luongo is correct that conserva- However, it is easy to overlook the real shrimp and small fish that were killed out- Richard E. Organisciak Award 1991 
tion or recycling will not "quench our reasons why you should recycle, as Mr. right when the spill occurred. Mr. Luongo The Richard E. Organisciak Award 
energy thirst." he seems tJ be missing the Luonoo did . advocates that it's perfectly acceptable t01 ($100) is given annually to the student 
point. The goal of conservation isn't_ to Ov~rlooking is one thing, but ignorance pollute as long as you "pay" for it. It is I in the EVENING division who has dem-
save energy per se. Thegoalofconservat1on is another. Peruse Mr. Luongo's horrific not acceptable to pay to pollute, nor is it onstrated outstanding service and 
is to decrease the by-products of energy dismissal of the Valdez tragedy. Did he fair to wreak havoc by justifying your ac- leadership. 
that are produced by coal and oil combus- say overreact? Up until this point in his. tions through the opening of your wallet. Applications and nominations, con-
tion . These by-products. such as heavy article he made some common, yet easily He fails to realize that everyone on the taining a brief statement of the qualifica-
metal particulates. carbon dioxide and nit- understandable errors in analysis, but then planet and their children will be paying tions of the candidate should be submit-
rogen oxide. cause smog. add . to t.he I began to get distressed. While it may be the costs of this type of pollution for the ted to the Office of Student Services by 
greenhouse effect, and cause acid ram . true that no people have died yet as a re- rest of their shortened lives. 6:00 p.m. on April 15, 1991. This award 
Finding enough oil to "quench our thirst" suit of the Valdez massacre, hundreds of Please, it's o.k. to joke and criticize will be presented at the Awards Cere-
isn't the problem. The problem is the ef- thousands of fish, birds, and sea mammals environmentalists . We're not perfect. and mony on April 30, 1991; the name of 
fects of the amount of oil that is being were killed as a direct result of the spill. we do not claim to be . The only thing I the recipient will be announced in the 
burned unnecessarily. He still said. "NO ONE DIED." These want to make perfectly clear is that people Commencement program. 
As for recycling. it's basically the same 
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The Lawyering Skills Program 
Of the many changes and improvements 
made over the past few semesters, Dean 
Simon was the most enthusiastic about the 
Lawyering Skills Program. 'The lawyer-
ing skills program has the potential to be 
a model for the entire country," com-
mented Dean Simon. "which is exactly 
where this school. in my view. should be. 
We ought to be melding the practical and 
theoretical at this school. Students like it, 
it's what they're interested in, it's what 
we're interested in and it's part of our tra-
dition and history . ., Dean Simon recog-
nized, however, that there is still more 
work to be done with the program. "The 
faculty." stated Dean Simon, "still has to 
develop and implement pieces of the pro-
gram and that will take some time." Dean 
Simon did mention that a required course 
in lawyering skills will now be part of the 
first year curriculum. 
Lawyer as Engineer 
Another new program that Dean Simon 
believes will improve the school's national 
reputation and quality of education is the 
joint J .D./Engineering degree offerec in 
conjunction with the Stevens Institute of 
Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey. This 
new program will allow qualified high 
school students to earn both an engineer-
ing degree and a law degree in six years . 
Qualified students will be required to 
spend three years at Stevens and maintain 
a 3.0 grade average before they will be 
allowed to matriculate to NYLS for their 
law degree. Dean Simon believes that this 
arrangement with Stevens Institute is pre-
cisely the type of educational innovation 
that will keep NYLS in the forefront of 
legal education. "The intersection of law 
and technology is something that is to be-
come more and more important and the 
idea that we can draw some outstanding 
science and engineering students to the 
law school I think is very promising.·· .,aid 
Simon. The first class of high ~chool stu-
dents admitted under this competitive pro-
gram will begin as freshman al the Stevens 
Institute in the fall. 
Diversity 
In the area of diversity. Dean Simon 
believes that the faculty and administra-
tion continue to work hard to diversify the 
student body and faculty. This years in-
coming first year class is composed of 
21 % "minority" students. 'The overall di-
versity of the class is good." said Dean 
Simon." Buy in addition to those "minorities" 
we also try to encourage those non mi non ties 
who have unusual, non-traditional back-
grounds to come to the school as well, 
like those who come from other careers 
or those who may have been out of the 
work force for a while but who have tre-
mendous potential." Dean Simon also rec-
ognized that NYLS's history and location 
gives rise to a diverse student body. "We're 
in the middle of a wonderfully diverse 
urban center and we should reflect some 
of that diversity. It's always been part of 
our tradition to create that diversity, both 
with 'minority' and non-traditional non 
minority students." 
Leadership Roles for Lawyers 
Dean Simon believes that the faculty 
should take leadership roles in trying to 
improve not just the profession but society 
as a whole ... "Professors must take re-
sponsible positions on what they think are 
matters of important public interest." 
~an Simon also stated, "Students and 
graduates particularly, have an obligation 
to be not only excellent members of the 
profession, but as lawyers , to be leaders 
of the community as well. This can be 
accomplished in any number of ways, like 
serving on a planning board or village 
council or even running for Congress." 
Ethical Dilemmas and 
Professional Responsibility 
Dean Simon believes that although 
courses like ethics are important for new 
lawyers facing difficult ethical dilemmas 
in their practice of law, the classroom ex-
perience should be supplemented by a 
lawyer's own personal background and 
morality; Dean Simon adheres to the prin-
ciple that professional integrity does not 
stem from the classroom instruction alone, 
but students must also draw on family values, 
and values learned from your peers and men-
tors like college professors or family mem-
bers. Dean Simon said: "I would hope we 
teach a sense of professional responsibility 
beyond what we learn in the books. I 
would hope a sense of professional respon-
sibility is pervasive and would not just be 
found in the course in professional respon-
sibiilty but also in other courses like torts. 
civil procedure and constitutional law. I 
believe our faculty feels the same way." 
The Dean Search 
Regarding the search for his successor. 
Dean Simon related that a committee com-
posed of members of the Board of Trustees 
and members of the faculty have met and 
are currently working on putting in place 
a process for a dean search. The search 
process has to be approved by the faculty 
and the Board of Trustees. who have the 
ultimate authority in selecting the new 
dean. Dean Simon hopes that the process 
will be in place by later this spring. 
After stepping down as dean at the end 
of next year, Dean Simon plans to take a 
sabattical to begin work on his fifth book, 
which will focus on the Supreme Court 
under Chief Justice Renquist. After his 
sabbatical, Dean Simon will return to 
NYSL as a professor and teach constitu-
tional law. 
Dean James Simon came to NYLS as Image : The Supreme Court in Richard 
an Assistant Professor in 1975. He became Nixon's America, received the American 
a full tenured professor in 1978 and taught · Bar Association's Silver Gavel Award for 
courses in constitutional law, a seminar on Best Book Published in the Legal Field. 
the First Amendment and legal journalism. In 1981, his book Independent Journey: 
In 1984. James Simon succeeded Prof es- The life of William 0. Douglas. won the 
sor E. Donald Shapiro as the thirteenth Scribes Award of the American Society of 
dean of the law school. Writers on Legal Subjects for the best book 
THE NIGHT OWL 
by Barry Block 
Thanks for the l\kmories 
It was the worst of times and the best 
of times. Now that time is running out, it 
is only appropriate that I give thanks to 
some of the people who contributed to the 
latter description of life here. 
Monica Coen-For her respites. They 
may not have been a nutritional exemplar, 
but those extra carbos helped keep me 
awake on Thursday nights. 
Matthew Wilkes-For the new mailbox 
system. It sets a new standard in semi-pri-
vacy and is a great improvement over hav-
ing to share a small box with other students 
named BLA-BLO. 
Helena Prigal-For her informative stu-
dent newsletters. Incidentally, I apologize 
for occasionally mispronouncing your 
name. 
To the librarians-Those unsung 
heroes. I've asked them for just about ev-
erything and all they have ever asked me 
for in return was my I.D. card. 
To Professors Heck, Cohen/Pavane, cs-
treicher (2), Cerrruti, Lee, Means, Meyer, 
Schlesinger, Shapiro (2), and Simak-For 
having the ability to impart information 
sufficiently for me to earn an "A." To all 
my other Profs., "really guys-I couldn't 
have fooled ALL those other Profs." 
To the Reporter Staff-For giving me 
space in every issue". I've had a lot of fun 
poking fun at some of the more bizarre 
goings on at NYLS. 
To my classmates-For having to listen 
to my often inane questions. Hopefully, I 
asked a few questions you had on your 
mind, but were a bit too reserved to ask. 
To my family- For allowing me to 
break my promise "not to get involved in 
student activities" and for understanding 
my inherent incapability to do otherwise. 
And finally to you-the reader- For 
your many compliments and criticisms. 
It's not possible to make everybody happy 
but, it is rewarding to know that you're 
being read. 
Barry Block, NYLS '91, Assistant Professor 
of Community Medicine at New York College 
of Podiatric Medicine, Editor-in-Chief of 
Podiatry Management Magazine, staff 
member International Law Journal, serves 
on the Student Judicial Board. 
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111PENN & TELLER-
THE REFRIGERATOR TOUR' 
IS A BIG COLLEGE PARTY! 
Teller eats needles off an apple, then eats the apple, 
then barfs up a long strand of threaded needles. Penn 
flosses the hole in his earlobe. And Teller tests his 
reflexes with a lot of gruesome animal traps." 
-Linda Winer, Newsday 
"Don't call Penn & Teller 
wimpY· They would probably change 
you tntO a toad:' - Clive Barnes, New York Post 
"Penn & Teller are scoundrels who lie, cheat and n 
chisel. If there is any justice they will rot in hell. 
They are hilarious hustlers at their devious best." 
-Stewart Klein, WNYW-TV 
11JHE COOLEST 
SHOW ON BROADWAY." 
- -Pat Collins, 
WWOR-TV 
CHARGE BY 
PHONE: (212), 246-0102 
WJ) £UGENE O'NW 
TH£ATR£ 
' 
Prior to joining the faculty. Dean Simon published in the legal field. His latest 
was a contributing editor and correspon- book. The Antagonists. Hugo Black, Felix 
dent for TIME magazine from 1969- 1974. Frankfurter and Cil·il liberties in Modern 
specializing in legal affairs and the Su- America, published by Simon and Schus-
preme Court. Dean Simon was also a Vis- ter in 1990. has also received much critical 
iting Lecturer in American Studies at Yale successs. 
and a Harvard Fellow in Law and the -D--S-.----.-d-h-. _B_A_fi--Y-l l 
· · H d U · · ean imon receive 1s . . rom a e Humanities at arvar mvers1ty. . . 
230 w. 49th St. 
1~Ul D s· , fi b k I H . O and in 1964 earned his law degree from ean 1mon s trst oo , n 1s wn Yale law school. 
by Lome Smith 
I don't know nothing about nothin, 
and I ain't ever gonna know what's going to come; 
but-
out there somewhere, beyond this storm, 
awaits a soft-faced beauty, in a cotton dress; 
to caress my spirit, and cleanse my soul. 
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The Environmental Effects 
of the Gulf War 
Lou Taubman 
On April 8 the Environmental Law So-
ciety hosted a panel discussion about the 
possible long term environmental effects 
of the recent "War in the Gulf'. The discus-
sion centered on the estimated six hundred 
burning oil wells in Kuwait, which were 
set afire by a retreating Iraqi army and to 
a lesser extent by allied bombings. 
the air in Kuwait is only marginally safe dioxide into the atmosphere , which could 
to support human life mainly because the potentially accelerate the greenhouse ef-
prevailing winds at this time are blowing feet. In addition, the smoke from the 
away from Kuwait. According to Sadat, blazes could create a small scale "nuclear 
the present air quality is about ten times . winter" which could lead to atmospheric 
cause the Iraqi economy has been substan- worse than that in Manhattan. ·changes throughout the northern hemis-
tially weakened oy the war. The final panelist was Edward Morse, phere. Of particular concern is the effect 
Panelist Zuhayr A. Mogrhabi, a NYLS 
adjunct professor of energy and environ-
mental law, discussed the legal conse-
quences of Iraq's actions in international 
law. Professor Mogrhabi said that Iraq, by 
igniting the Kuwaiti wells, had violated 
several regional treaties. Mogrhabi pointed 
out that it would be difficult to hold Iraq 
liable for the damages it has caused, be-
The second panelist was Dr. Marwan the publisher of Petroleum International this disaster will have on the annual Asian 
Sadat, an environmental consultant in the Weekly, a news letter for executives in the monsoon which affects the agriculture sys-
private sector. Sadat said the primary en- oil industry. Morse discussed the political item of a great many regions. Hopefully the 
vironmental problem is the burning wells and economic consequences of this disas- ·worst predictions will not come to pass. In 
and the gases they release into the atmos- ter. He stated that between three and six any event, this disaster should serve to 
phere, rather than the oil that Iraqi forces million barrels of oil were being lost daily emphasize the severe problems our world 
dumped into the Persian Gulf. Some to the fires. In addition, Mr. Morse stated faces today and perhaps anger some of us 
sources have said that the oil spill is more that Soviet military engineers had assisted into awareness. . 
hazardous than the Exxon Valdez spill in the Iraqis in setting the explosives on the A special thanks to Professor David 
Alaska. Sadat stated that the major health wells. This frightful thought supported Mr . .Schoenbrod whose excellent moderation 
hazards presented by the fires are the re- Morse's heartfelt statement that democ- kept the discussion interesting and infor-
lease of benzo pirene and sulfur dioxide racy is the only hope for the environment. mative. 
gas, both of which are carcinogens. Re- Perhaps more serious are the longterm 
lease of these gases is caused by the incom- effects of this crisis which are yet to be Lou Taubman , NYLS '93 , BS Political Sci-
plete combustion of the oil in the wells. seen. Some experts have stated that the ence Syracuse University ' 90 is a member 




President Mike Isaacs is ready to say "Good-bye." 
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '91 
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welcomes you to the legal profession 
and 
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New Moot Court 
Executive Board 
The 1990-91 Moot Court Executive 
Board is pleased to announced the forma-
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Initiation is Over 
was quieter. The large groups who for- Now we have been preparing for Moot 
merly _hung out together were gone. Court. What should be a beneficial leam-
Cliques formed. Rumors bred and gossip ing experience has been turned into an 
spread. The close friendships were tom avenue for personal attack. Of course, 
by Shivaun Fuller 
Well, I guess initiation is over. I re-
member the first week of school being 
told that during the first year they scare 
you to death. the second year they work 
you to death. and the third year they bore 
you to death. Well, wake up. third years, 
you're out of here. 
As for my fellow first years, all I can 
say is .. congratulations.·· We survived the 
first week of Legal Method (was that a 
waste or what?) the endless hours on the 
fourth floor of the I ibrary, the wasted hours 
of briefing cases--only to learn that it was 
not essential. And we also survived the 
initiation into law school. 
When we first came to NYLS we were 
all strangers. I remember the first day (way 
back) in August walking into a room with 
95 strangers. It was the largest class I have 
ever been in. We were all in the same boat; 
apart by nasty, untrue rumors. 95 people there are those few partners who are still 
at times I'm sure we all felt it was a sinking thrown together-what else did we have friends; and those even fewer opponents 
ship. But we survived. We made friends. to talk about? who can still communicate on an amiable 
Good friends. Friends we will probably We all heard the rumors. We all believed level. But then there are those who have 
never forget. But besides the good them at first. Who was sleeping with turned Moot Court into a cut-throat com-
friendships, completing the continual writ- whom? Who showed up late to Stan's-to- petition. All that matters is who will win 
ing assignments, finishing our outlines in gether? If a woman and a man spent any the argument. 
time for finals. and passing our courses, time together studying or talking or just Some teams were composed of three 
we also made life long opponents out of being friends, everyone assumed they people-which I believe was a major mis-
once good friends. It was our own fault. were sleeping together. If two people take. It is hard enough dealing with two 
I guess it had to happen. There we were: walked out of a party together, the talk different personalities, writing styles and 
95 people thrown into one room day after the next day was that they spent the night tempos, but three? In most cases, the three 
day. Sure, we made friends at first. We together. started out as friends. Unfortunately things 
knew we were in this together. Does any- Maybe it was stress? Maybe it was bore- were said, as they always are. Lies were 
one remember the Friday afternoons at dom? Maybe it was just plain immaturity? told. The immaturity, mind playing and 
How's Bayou? Stan's? Puffy's? Jeremy's? Whatever it was, I learned from upper- back stabbing were not to be believed. Is 
How about that first SBA/PAD party, when classmen it was the same when they were this what lawyers are all about? We are all 
everyone got trashed and still showed up first year students. Could it be the curse ... guilty as charged. 
for Contracts the next morning? Re- of the first year class? Most likely it was But, initiation is over. Hopefully now 
member Stan's after the Civ Pro final and competitiveness. Last semester we were we can grow up and become the mature, 
Brian's party? Those were good times ... all pretty much on the same level-until responsible adults we should be. 
But they ended. This past semester, Stan's we got our first set of grades. 
First Year in the Movies the campus in blase nonchalance. awaits its fate on The Other Side of Midnight 
as we approach our 2L status. We made it 
through the screen test and the rushes are 
in at the NYLS studio productions. The 
doors are open and we eagerly choose our 
first electives. 
Close up with fish eye lens. We realized by Ellie Benz that January was almost gone and we did 
school exams which loomed ominously on not have a summer job yet. Finding summer 
the Decemberhoriwn. Feverishly, we wrote employment became our focus. We soon 
outlines, formed and re-formed study learned that there were practicing attorneys 
groups, and grappled with practice exam (of the unemployed variety) and 2Ls and 
questions. Miraculously, we survived those 3Ls (of the same description) who were try-
ignominious three weeks, some of us with ing to invoke Eminent Domain on the job 
flying colors, and others who found market. In this backwater year, the class of 
themelves in the cast of Defending Your Life. '93 may be remembered as the class with 
Fade in, as the class of '93 nears comple-
tion of its first year at NYLS. The motion 
picture industry _has done its best to remind 
us of the kind of year it has been. 
Out for Justice, the class of '93 began 
its NYLS career amid sweltering tempera-
tures, an alphabetical campus, Legal Method 
taught by Professor Kingsley wannabees, 
and 300 or so other aspiring attorneys. 
Fade to the realization that while our legal 
writing skills were Presumed Innocent, our 
work product was Guilty by Suspicion. 
Cut to our first experience with law 
Tight shot on the shortest winter break the most voluminous script of rejection let-
reported in the annals of the law school ters. ("Our studio usually hires l Ls, but 
history. We returned for more punishment because of the economy . . . ") 
(aka Spring Semester). We were old hands Fade to a hazy distance shot. It's almost 
at the law school grind now. We hung around May and exam time again. The class of '93 
It has been quite a year. One down, two 
to go to the "Oscars" in 1993. Our Class 
Action is made to last until the house lights 
come up. That's a take . 
Writing instructors, please note. This 
essay contains all of the adjectives, adverbs 
and superfluous punctuation marks which 
you have stricken from our memoranda this 
year. 
Ellie Benz, NYLS '93 
Black Letter Law unprepared for discussions or historical that of a social engineer. As law students renderings. we must never forget that people are di-
To answer the critics, it is crucial to rectly affected by judicial decisions and 
look at who is finally being addressed· legal rules; judges and lawyers have a di-by Liz Ames 
With tuition at roughly a dollar a mi-
nute, some NYLS law students say they 
cannot afford to stray from black letter 
law. Class discussions about the impact of 
the law detract from learning legal princi-
ples, they say. Issues such as the exclusion 
of all minority groups from the legal pro-
fession, the historical relevance of deci-
sions, or the dearth of women's voices are 
better left to Race & Poverty, or Feminist 
Jurisprudence classes. Besides, critics say, 
these issues cannot be resolved in a class 
discussion, so why squander the time? 
However, time is of the essence. These are 
the issues that confront students and profes-
sors on a daily basis, as well as within each 
page of the casebooks. 
:/!~~~ 
In property class, discussions often through these discussions and whose his- rect role in shaping lives. Yet on the 
emerge on topici; as diverse as racially tory is at issue. For instance, remember casebook page and through the Socratic 
discriminatory and property settlements in those classes where no one complained method, plaintiffs and defendants are de-
divorce. In fact, property law is used to when the professor talked about baseball . humanized to pis and deltas, appellants 1 
determine some of society's most funda- scores or the status of tl~e World Series. · and appellees . 
mental rights-from the right of protesting (Baseball and Jaw have a mystical relation- During orientation Prof. Karen Gross 
in a public forum to the choice to renew ship which is inscrutable.) Yet, when an cautioned us to remember the people af-
a lease to whether one can walk on a par- equal amount of class time is spent com- fected by judicial decisions because, she 
ticular beach. Yet, from a distance, the menting on the sexist language of a deci- said, the people you read about are people 
law of property appears a dehumanized sion in a sex-discrimination suit--(the with lives, with families, with friends. It 
subject, a series of cold legal principles. same amount of time before spent on the seems, however, after only one year of 
Perhaps ·the source for the distrust of Mets)--fellow students groan audibly. law school, some are already forgetting 
these tangential discussions is based on At the heart of this debate is a definition the real people behind the casebook pages. 
students' expectations of what a property of the role of the lawyer. Charles Houston, 
class is about. Like I did, most first-year Esq. mentor to the cadre of lawyers who 
students probably thought a property class won Brown v. Board of Education, said Liz Ames, NYLS '93 
would focus on legal doctrines, and were that the only worthy role for a lawyer was 
Section A. v. Section B 
First Year Softball Game 
by Marybeth Pascale tion bonding, as well as an opportunity to 
and Carole Mashamesh get to meet other classmates. Any male 
By the looks on their faces it was clear chauvanistic attitudes were quickly dis-
that the students on the softball field were missed as the female players proved them-
more concerned about who would bring selves on the field. On the diamond, the 
in the· winning run than studying for finals. competition was tough, but at the kegs the 
Last Friday in Central Park, first-years sec- primary concern was having a gootl time. 
tion B challenged section A to a friendly As everyone basked in the sun, memories 
game of softball; but friendly it did not of the library's second floor were put on 
stay. Though section B was off to a rousing reserve. The comradeship continued 
start, with five runs scored by the second through the evening with a pizza party 
inning, after a few beers their talents were after the game. In the end, a good time 
slipping. Section A managed to score ele- was had by all. 
ven runs in one inning, winning the first _M_a_ry_b-et_h_P_a-sc_a_l_e_g_r_a_d_u_a-te_d_fr_o_m_N_e_w 
game by a score of sevent_ee~ to eleven. York University in 1990 with a B.A. in 
Section B saved face by wmnmg the _sec- Economics. 
ond game, thou~h due to lack of sobriety, Carole Mashamesh is a 1989 grddu.ate 
the exact score is unknown. · from the State University at Stony Brook 
The game offered a great source of sec- with a B.A. in English. 
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Hate Speech and the First Amendment 
by Nicholas Penkovsky abusive speech. The panelists presented di-
ln recognition of a perceptible increase vergent views from a total elimination of 
in what has become known known as Hate all speech codes, to an attempt to define a 
Speech, several organizations sponsored speech code that acknowledges the need for 
a panel discussion entitled "Hate Speech open discussion on campuses. while prohi-
and the First Amendment'· on Thursday, biting speech intended solely to hurt and 
April 4th. Speaking in the Student to intimidate other students and faculty. 
Lounge, the panel. moderated by Prof. All of the panelists believed that harassing 
Ru ti Teitel, featured Prof. Nadine Stros- actions and violence could warrant discipli-
sen. President of the American Civil Liber- nary actiori. 
ties Union, Katherine Franke, Executive Professor Strossen spoke first and pre-
Director of the National Lawyers Guild, sented the ACLU position which is opposi-
Matt Foreman, Executive Director of the tion to the enactment of any codes which 
Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence Project. reguiate speech on campus. According to 
and Sally Greenberg, from the Anti-Defa- Strossen, the ACLU's position is grounded 
mation League, Boston. The organizations on the belief that these codes violate the 
sponsoring the event were: the Lesbian & First Amendment, and place undue burdens 
Gay. Jewish, Black. Latino and Asian Law on education. 
Student Associations, Legal Association There should be more speech on campus 
of Women, the National Lawyers Guild rather than less. Free expression of ideas 
and the New York Law School Bias Com- is "vital to the academic discussion," said 
mittee. Strossen. Speech and violence are separate 
The discussion took place against a back- issues. "Censoring the speech does not 
drop of campus speech codes, Constitu- deal with the violence," she added. 
tional litigation, and the recent expulsion of Also the codes are often written in "in-
a Brown University student for allegedly herently vague terms, such as 'speech 
causing a hostile atmosphere,' and result 
in quashing controversial issues, and those 
of race and gender," said Strossen. The 
codes often result in "content-based 
punishment.'' Part of the reason. explains 
Strossen, is because the codes are enforced 
by a power structure of white male author-
ity. Those groups. which are the intended 
beneficiaries of a code, often find them-
selves the victims of a code's enforcement. 
The National Lawyers Guild position, 
as stated by Katherine Franke, Executive 
Directive of the National Guild, is based 
upon the presumption that people who are 
the objects of hate speech deserve some 
form of protection. The Guild has prepared 
a model academic speech code, the stated 
goal of which is "to set a tone, and to set 
a rule on what is appropriate and inapprop-
riate behavior," said Franke. "The univer-
sity is a different setting from the street, 
and all people must be allowed to feel 
comfortable in, and a part of, the academic 
atmosphere." 
Echoing Strossen's reservations about 
the enforcement mechanism, Franke noted 
New York 
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that the Guild's model code provides for 
fair enforcement. It features "an om-
budsperson to field complaints, and forced 
mediation between the parties to deter-
mine whether the speech was really hate-
ful," explained Franke. Repeat offenders 
would be referred to a board comprised of 
diverse members of the campus commu-
nity to prevent the imposition of a single 
cultural or intellectual bias. 
Franke does not believe that speech 
codes are a per se violation of the First 
Amendment because of the gloss from pre-
vious Supreme Court decisions, for exam-
ple, prohibiting the use of "fighting 
words." There is a corollary in the employ-
ment setting where statutes protect em-
ployees from harassment. Franke asks, if 
it is possible to rid the workplace of harass-
ment, why is there a problem in applying 
this concept to the academic setting? 
Both Matt Foreman, of the Gay & Les-
bian Anti-Violence Project and Sally 
Greenberg, of the Anti-Defamation 
League, presented their points by discus-
sing the victims. 
Foreman claimed that very often hate 
speech is a prelude and postscript to vio-
lence. 'The real issue here is hate crime 
and not hate speech," he said. "Hate 
speech is a purposeful element of that 
crime against a victim who represents the 
whole group," he said . 
He believed that there was a distinct 
difference between government regulation 
and campus regulation. "It is the right of 
every student not to be harassed and to 
have the same rights as other students. 
When a student violates that right. the uni-
versity has the right to discipline that stu-
dent," Foreman concluded. -
Greenberg spoke of protecting the vic-
tim, and eliminating bigotry. "Fi:om the 
time children begin school, they learn to 
live with others and to act with civility 
and respect. All students are entitled to 
learn in an environment free of racist and 
religious bias," she said. 
She noted that "there is a spectrum of 
bigotry and some [students] won't be 
changed, but the in-betweens may moder-
ate their behavior. Intervention is the key 
to moderation." 
Greenberg agreed with Franke that in 
certain instances speech is subject to reg-
ulation. Speech that is harmful to persons 
or products in the business community is 
readily regulated. 
Rebutting, Strossen emphasized that 
over the years it has been impossible to 
draft a speech code to pass constitutional 
muster, and that codes against hate speech 
were inconsequential as a measure of pro-
tection. 
V_I_gOrQUS exch. 
From the questions that followed, it be-
came apparent that many people in the 
audience were struggling with the same 
question: How does anyone protect the 
campus from those whose aim is to intimi-
date and harass others, yet provide for a 
· - mge of ideas? 
c= ··  ·· ··  ·' · ...... ' ,. · N ' ·· · • "'r · · - · " • · · · •· "~ ·• .. .. - · ·· "-tt · · ···· · t · • ·e · .... " r ,.;., ··· · · }., • .; .... · ·• ·· '" y ., _,·· '.' . . J 
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Police Brutality: A Grim Reality have one thing in common with the rest exi_st_s. Many cities· are restructuring their of us civilians-they are human. They are t~ammg programs to make abuses less 
by Dave LaPorta seemed like a flash. One cop came around subject to vice and corruption just as much hkely. A more potent weapon has arisen, 
In the past month, police brutality has the comer, then two, then a few more. I as everyone else, except for the one ace however, to make cities crackdown on 
become a hot issue in the national media. reached for my wallet and one of the cops in the hole which provides a source of police brutality, namely police damage 
The sudden crackdown on police brutality quickly drew his gun. He told us all to hit power to them-they have the law on their suits. Cities rather than individual offic-
has come to .national attention in response the ground, put our hands on our heads, side. The second source of police power ~rs c~n ~ow be sued_. ~odney King alone 
to a home video made by a Los Angeles and to spread our legs. We did. Then they is the Blue Code. When cops break the is b_nngmg a $56 mllhon dollar civil suit 
resident featuring a black man being beaten all commenced kicking us with their heavy Blue Code they are punished by the aliena- agamst the LAPD--one million dollars for 
by Los Angeles cops after a high speed black boots. I remember them saying "you tion of their fellow officers. Unlike each blow against him. On the home front 
chase. The victim on the videotape, Rodney made me run, this is what you get!" I made lawyers, cops look out for each other. It's here !n. New York, the city paid a record 
King. was a convicted felon on parole, and_ them run and I got. what the police appar- strange how one little badge elevates a 13_ m1lhon d?llars to the victims of police 
the last thing he needed was to be stopped ently felt I deserved for making them do so. policeman above the law they have vowed misconduct m 1990. 
b~ police_ for a traffic violation which wo~ld I was lucky. I only got a few bruises and to uphold. Do you know many policemen Unfo~nate~~· th_e ~~ice department d~s 
violate his parole. Worse, he feared bemg learned somewhat of a lesson. Rodney King who have ever received a speeding ticket? ~ot effectively police itself where brutality 
beaten, a scenario that was all too common may be suffering permanent brain damage. Also, policemen extend their untouchable IS concerned. Training new cops to discour-
to him. I tried to imagine how he must have In reaction to the national attention that veil to their families and friends via PBA age police brutality will not solve the prob-
felt when he got out of the car after trying the King case has received, other cases of (Policemen's Benevolence As~ociation) lem. There are still cops who are weathered 
to outrun the police. I know that every time police brutality have found their way out cards. fr?m. the old ways of doing things and 
I have ever been pulled over. my hands of the closet. The media in New York The sad truth about police brutality is stic_kmg to t~e. Blue Code. Only a combi-
sweat. my heart beats ten times too fast, quickly uncovered the case of Frederico that minorities are the ones who most often nation of trammg new cops to discourage 
and I literally feel nauseated. King must Pereira, a 21-year-old, Forest Hills, fall subject to the wrath of policemen. One brutality, and older cops breaking the Blue 
have felt the same. magnified one hundred Queens resident who was allegedly beaten rationale is that cops tend to be recruited Code can help stop police brutality. 
times. After seeing the videotape, I guess to death by several of New York's finest from places far from the neighborhoods . Whe_n my mind wanders back to that 
he had every right to feel that way. He made (pun intended). Residents of Plainfield, they patrol. often having nothing in com- night five years ag~, I wonder how many 
the cops run, and he got, what the police N .J. recently demonstrated outside of mon with the citizens they protect. The other-shad been subjected to the same kind 
apparently felt he deserved for making them police headquarters after a 14-year-old majority of these policemen are middle- of ~reatment. '.he combi_nation of recent 
do so. black resident was beaten by a police of- class whitee males. Yet they are sent into national attention to police brutality and 
Seeing the beating of Rodney King by ficer. Southward across the nation in Mem- large urban areas comprised mainly of m~ persona~ memor.y have brought to my 
the Los Angeles Police Department phis. Tenn., a black sheriff was convicted Blacks and Hispanics with little or no mmd a gnm reality that is common 
(LAPD). conjured up a similar story _from of violating civil rights laws in 1989 after understanding of these cultures. Many of throughout the nati?n: t_h_at it is permissible 
my mem.ory. When I was .18. ~y frie~ds the choking death of a black drug suspect. these o~ficer~ have stereotypes of drug to beat not only ?1monties, but any me~­
and I decided to go to a bar ma ne1ghbonng The suspect was covered with bruises in dealers m their heads when patroling poor bers ~f any r~lat1vely powerless group m 
town. The bouncer wouldn't let one of my the shape of shoe prints. neighborhoods where almost everyone is Amencan society. Do people really deserve 
friends in, so we didn't go in. We headed What causes these cops to be violent? Is apt to be suspect. Newsweek described to be beaten senselessly only because they 
for my c_ar. ~y ~riend. who was rejected it the constant pressure of being confronted it best by stating: "to them [the cops], mad.e a ~olice officer do ~is or her job? I 
from getting m, picked up a rock and hurled with criminals who carry semi-automatic any young black male with a gold chain _don t thmk so. I hke to thmk that the men 
it at the bar's neon sign, which sparked like weapons? Is it the day-to-day struggle of is a potential drug courier, and any well- m blue, who are out in the streets to protect 
fireworks. Being young. vibrant, and even confronting these armed criminals with dressed black man in an expensive car us from har~, are not furthering the harm 
less rational, we jumped in my car and went more fire-power that constantly frays at might be a big-time dealer." they are try mg to prevent. 
to a bar around ~he comer. We were th~re their nerves? Or is it the fact that no matter The controversy surrounding the beating · Dave LaPorta, NYLS '93, has a B.A. 
for maybe ten m1_nutes ~hen several. police how hard they fight. they don't seem to of King has made many police departments in Government from Franklin and Mar-
officers walked m. obviously lookmg for put a dent in the crime rate? Regardless weary of the fact that police brutality shall College. 
us. We all reacted by running for our lives of what makes cops resort to unnecessary---------------------------------
out the back door. scared to death. The violence. the fact still remains that police 
police followed our lead and chased us for brutality is not a seldom happening occur-
several blocks. Resting against the side of rence . So how do cops get away with it? 
~ building with my heart pounding. I Police power comes from two important 
thought we had gotten away: unfortunately. sources: the law and mutual support. or 
we were resting against the side of the police the Blue Code (which prohibits one officer 
headquarters building. Everything else from ratting on another). All policemen 
Criminal Law Society Reception 
by Arnold Levine 
The Criminal Law Society hosted a re-
ception for criminal attorneys. present and 
future, on April IO. The reception was held 
in the faculty dining room. Several active 
NYLS alumni attended, including newly 
appointed New York City Criminal Court 
Judge Lauren Duckman and noted crimi-
nal defense attorney, Telesforo Del Valle. 
Representatives of the Kings County and 
New York County District Attorney's of-
fices attended as well. 
Both the defense and prosecution crim-
inal attorneys shared their experiences on 
a one-to-one basis with students. As the 
evening progressed, several attorneys 
shared "sea stories" of their experiences 
breaking into criminal law. These stories 
emphasized the culture of work within 
criminal law. (Sometimes, the truth is 
stranger than fiction.) Students who at-
tended found out how to prepare for a 
career in criminal law and what to expect 
in their daily experiences as practicing 
criminal attorneys. 
Students who attended said that the re-
ception was successful. inforrnative and 
entertaining. The Criminal Law Society 
and the alumni are planning to hold similar 
events next semester. They hope to provide 
practical insight for future criminal 
attorneys. 
Arnold Levine, NYLS '93, BA., 
Economics, SUNY Buffalo '88. He hopes 
to one day find out how a thermos knows 
what to keep hot and what to keep cold. 
New York Civil Liberties Union 
At the last New York Law School Civil 
Liberties Union meeting, new officers were 
elected for the 1991-92 terrn. The NYCLU 
is pleased to announce the election of James 
McClymonds as President, and Susan Karp 
as Secretary. Elections will be held early 
next semester to fill the remaining posts of 
Vice-President and Treasurer. 
The members thank the current officers 
for their dedication to advancing civil liber-
ties and human rights here at the law school. 
and congratulate them for a tremendous pro-
gram. We especially thank the current Pres-
ident Tony Iadevia for his efforts in keeping 
the organization going during his term. 
Good luck. Tony. Your committment is ap-
preciated and you will be missed. 
New Latino Law Student 
Association Offices 
We are pleased to announce the new 
members elected to the executive board 
of LLHS: 
Elise Velasquez, President 
Patrick Hayes, Vice President 
Moises Behar, Secretary/Treasurer 
Denise Gavica/ Attorney General 
Roberto Cardenas, Evening Vice President 
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Focus On ... 
Professor Michael Perlin 
tees devoted to mental disability and the 
law. He is section chair of the Section on 
Law and Mental Disability of the Associ-
ation of American Law Schools. He also 
is a member of the Board of Directors of 
. . . the International Academy of Law and 
by Shivaun Fuller and psychology program at the Umverst~y Mental Health, and of the National Advis-
Anyone who has ever taken a class with of Nebraska Law School. He spoke on his ory Board of the Institute of Mental Disa-
Professor Michael Perlin knows of his love paper "Fatal Assumption: A Critical Evalu- bility and the Law which is part of the 
for sports, especially baseball and fishing. ation of the Role of Counsel in the Trial National Center For State Courts. 
His classes are adorned with analogies of Mental Disability Cases" to be pub- On the home front. Prof. Perlin is best 
stemming from sports and his own per- fished in Law and Human Behm·ior in known for his involvement in the Federal 
sonal experiences. When discussing the 1991. Litigation Clinic which he has been in for 
Moot Court experience with some first In April Professor Perlin will be addres- six years. This semester however he chose 
year students. Prof. Perlin was heard to sing the American College of Forensic Psy- to concentrate on teaching taking up Civil 
•Page 11 
describe it as a "6-4-3 double play." Just chiatry in Newport Beach, California. His Procedure, and became involved in the very supportive." 
as the second baseman knows the related paper is entitled "Reading the Su- Lawyering Skills Committee instead. The A class with Prof. Perlin is an experi-
shortstop will be covering second base to preme Court's Tea Leaves: Predicting Jud- Committee is currently working on . a ence no one should miss. He is friendly 
pass the ball to first lo complete the double icial Behavior in Civil and Criminal Right Lawyering I program which is an introduc- and outgoing and has a way of compelling 
play. so should the Moot Court partners to Refuse Treatment Cases .'' tion to lawyering skills for incoming first even the most complacent student to be--
anticipate the help and. support of each The majority of Prof. Perlin's writings year students. They are also working on come involved. He makes his classes ex-
other. concern various aspects of mental disabil- developing additional first year and upper citing and intriguing. Next semester Prof. 
Every student leaves his class acknow- ity law. He has published treatises entitled class lawyering skills courses. Perlin will be, once again, teaching Civil 
!edging Prof. Perlin's intense way of teach- Mental Disability Law: Civil and Criminal Professor Perlin lives in Trenton, New Procedure but with a smaller group of stu-
ing and his strong love of sports. However, (Michie Co., 19~9) (3 volumes). In 1991 Jersey with his wife Linda and two chi!- dents. He will also be teaching an evening 
there is another side to Prof. Perlin that he will be published in various law reviews dren, Julie age 10 and Alex age 7. He class on Criminal Procedure pertaining to 
many of his students never get to see. such as Houston Law Review with an arti- commutes to NYLS every day but would mental disability. In the spring semester 
Prof. Perlin is a nationally recognized cle concerning deinstitutionalization and not consider transferring to a closer law he will be conducting a new seminar on 
speaker and has been published in numer- homelessness; Bulletin of American school. NYLS is a "very exciting school Therapeutic Jurisprudence and its impad 
ous law reviews including Nebraska Law Academy of Psychiatry and the Law on to teach in," says Prof. Perlin. "There is on the mentally disabled, and, as always, 
Review, Law and Human Behavior. and morality and pretextuality in law and psy- an eAgaged and engaging faculty. I love the introductory course in Criminal Law. 
Case Western Reserve Law Revie11: chiatry; and Law and Human Behavior on our students. They work hard and respond ----------------
On March 21. 1991. Prof. Perlin lee- counseling the mentally disabled. well." Also, his writing takes a lot of his Shivaun Fuller NYLS '93, B.A . Jour-
tured to students involved in the joint law Prof. Perlin is also involved in commit- time and he feels "Dean Simon has been ·nalism, Seton Hall University '90 
Double Jeopardy 
by Caroline Gargione 
". . . Thank you for your impressive re-
sume. Unfortunately we are not hiring first 
year students this summer ... " It's the end 
of the first year, we are thousands of dollars 
in debt and our bank accounts no longer 
exist. 
This is the dilemma: Should you settle 
for the typical summer job that pays, or opt 
to volunteer your time and effort in order 
to gain invaluable legal experience? 
These are the facts: The average law stu-
dent has little or no money. There are no 
funds available for work-study through Fi-
nancial Aid. The Office of Career Servies 
does attempt to help by giving inquiring 
students a list of public interest funds or 
grants to apply for, but in order to obtain 
the grant, your employer must donate a sub-
stantial sum. Those who can not afford to 
pay a student employee are going to be far 
from willing or able to pay a private gran 
For myself, clerking for a federal judge in 
a district that is currently suffering through 
hiring freeze, I quickly lost hope for this 
option. l made a final attempt to research 
other grants and funds at The Foundation 
Center and discovered that there are no pri-
vate funds available to a law student work-
ing as an intern. 
It was difficult to accept that I would be 
working full-time without pay all summer, 
yet I decided to be satisfied with receiving 
credit for my clerkship. I assumed that I 
would automatically receive credit after ver-
ifying my clerkship and writing a paper to 
satisfy the requirements, as this was the pro-
cedure for an undergrad internship. 
l did not go through the school clerkship 
program. Instead. I sent a resume and letter 
on my own. so when I went to ~peak to 
someone in Student Affairs to find out what 
I had to do to receive credit. I was shocked 
to find out that l was expected lo pay for 
my credits when I was not even getting paid 
to clerk~ This seemed absurd. I was expected 
to come up with one thousand dollars (keep 
in mind that the school does not offer any 
financial aid or loans for summer classes) 
after paying for my first year. 
Ir is unfortunate that those of us who 
choose to further our education as an intern 
or clerk. in lieu of increasing our bank ac-
counts, are doubly jeopardized. Rather than 
receiving an automatic two credits for volun-
tarily working all summer, we are forced to 
pay for them. Does this seem justified? 
Many of my classmates and I think not. 
But then I had an idea ... I approached 
Steven Goot who directed me to Garry 
Ja.:kson. head of Accounting. I proposed 
that students should be able to receive credit 
for a summer clerkship without paying for 
it. if they agreed to take one less class. of 
equivalent credit in the fall. By doing this. 
the school's greatest worry- that credit 
would be given for free-would be taken 
care of. The school would still receive full-
time tuition. and the student would receive 
credit for a summer internship or clerkship. 
leaving both content. 
To my dismay. I was barely given a 
chance to explain my plan . I was asked 
where I got such a crazy idea, and was 
directed to Registration. I am sure you are 
not surprised to hear that the idea was re-
jected once again ... yet the problem still 
exists. 
Walter M. Jeffords, Jr. 
Distinguished Writing Award 1991 
Each year, the Board of Trustees 
awards the Walter M. Jeffords, Jr. Dis-
tinguished Writing Award to a full-time 
faculty member and a graduating stu-
dent. An award of $500 is made to a 
graduating student for the best pub-
lished paper. The award will be pre-
sented at the Commencement ceremony 
in June. 
Student papers relating to a legal sub-
ject and published or slated for publica-
tion prior to March 31, 1991 are eligible 
for submission. The date of publication 
will be determined by reference to the 
-
publication date of the book or journal 
in which the paper appears. Papers 
slated for publication must be accom-
panied by a letter of commitment from 
the publisher as to the date of publica-
tion. Any questions as to the date of 
publication will be decided by the 
judges. 
Students must submit three copies of 
their entry to the Office of Student Ser-
vices, room A-212, no later than 6:00 
p.m. on Thursday, May 2, 1991 (the last 
day of classes). 
Why"1 Why can't the administrators bend 
the old rules to accomodate the students? 
Why is there no funding available? What 
are they doing with our tuition-obviously 
paying the professors-but what about some 
other needed student benefits? Why are they 
discouraging clerkships or internships by de-
nying free credit? I tried to get some an-
swers. but was denied valid reasons, and 
Now like many other first years, I am spend-
ing my summer with a i1egative income a11d· 
no credit to compensate for my time and 
effort. Maybe if enough of us speak up. we 
can change the system and stop them from 
playing "double jeopardy'· with law stu-
dents; it's worth a try' 
Caroline Gargione, class of'93. is clerk-
ing for the Honorable Ann Thompson of the 
U.S. District Court of New Jersey in Trenton. 
WANT A LIGHT LUNCH 
OR NO LUNCH . 
COME TO 
SPORTS BAK 
57 MURRAY STREET 
(Between Church & West broadway) 
(BOWLING) @ASKETBALQ c DARTS) (Foos BAL0 
ctJ \lq 0 
BURGERS, HOT DOGS, CHICKEl'Y W MEX FOOD 
SERVED BY LUCY 
I FULL UfER SUPER MUGS OF BEER s3.00 
FREE SNACKS & TACO a-DPS 
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Genetics in the 90s 
Recently I heard of a New York couple Once Again: Point • • • who found out that the baby the wife was 
pro-choice war cry. Sure, but not a " right" 
in the absolute sense of the wcrd. I mean 
a women can't ingest heroin or cocaine. 
She would be arrested. 
Tom Mavis 
Welcome back to Point Counter Point. 
We are pleased to present two personal 
and emotional opinions from two first year 
students expressing their views on Abor-
tion. We hope these insightful opinions 
incite many debates. Please try to keep 
them to a dull roar during exams. 
As referee of this column, I realize I 
cannot voice an opinion. I feel there is 
one comment I can make however, that 
would not transgress journalistic jurispru-
dence. I find it utterly disgusting that some 
politicians view of this obviously very per-
sonal issue, can be reduced to a political 
platform. If a poltician's opinion on this 
issue has anything to do with whether he/ 
she is a Republican or a Democrat, he/she 
is clearly incompetent to hold any office. 
So much for the referee's comments. 
The topic for the next Point Counter Point 
has not been decided yet, so any ideas are 
welcome. One that has come up is, pur-
suant to a Florida courts ruling in the nega-
tive; whether a homosexual couple, seek-
ing to adopt a child, may be denied be-
cause of their sexual preference. In the 
meantime, good luck on exams, and have 
a great summer! 
Tom Mavis, NYLS '93 is happy the Demo-
crats don't have a Presidental Candidate 
for 1992. 
_.. . ..... . ~ -~ -
by Christopher Luongo 
I think all pro-chpice advocates should 
watch the film, Silent Scream. This was 
the film that documented an abortion of 
an I I-week-old girl taking place inside the 
mother's womb. 
Silent Scream showed a tiny baby hav-
ing its skull crushed. Arms ripped off. A 
little body being torn in half. A sea of 
blood. And perhaps most horrifying of all. 
the silent scream of the unborn. 
For me, that's abortion. It's not about 
choice. It's not about privacy. Abortion is 
about the wanton destruction of life. It's 
about the defenseless being savagely muti-
lated. Right and wrong. 
In this day of animal rights, save the 
whale campaigns, and the survival of the 
spotted owl, it is revealing that animals 
have more rights and respect than the un-
born. In 1991, a dog still has a better 
chance of survival than an unborn child. 
Darker still, it's a sad commentary that 
animal abuse evokes far greater sympathy 
and unanimity of opinion than abortion. 
While I am for abortion in cases of in-
cest or rape, both the pro-choice and pro-
life movements acknowledge these cases 
comprise a tiny fraction of all abortions. 
The majority of abortions are performed 
for convenience sake. 
"Not enough money." ''I'm not ready 
yet." "I don't have the ti me." Excuses 
that would be unacceptable to a teacher 
or employer are somehow acceptable for 
the termination of life. Worse, abortion 
has become a means to rid our society of 
the "undesirables." 
Master of Laws 
Boston University 
School of Law 
LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies 
~ 
-,=~-fQ;==-
A unique graduate program offering multi-disciplinary courses 
of study in American Banking Law Studies and in International 
Banking Law Studies. 
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of Law, 
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts, these 
innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of intellec-
tual and practical education at one of the nation's best law 
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law 
subjects, the curriculum also includes courses specially 
developed to introduce lawyers to the economic and manage-
rial aspects of the U.S. and international financial services 
industries. 
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparalleled edu-
cational opportunities for lawyers who wish to practice in 
these dynamic areas of specialization. 
Applications are now being accepted for full- or part-time 
enrollment in September 1991 . 
For a catalogue containing detailed 
information and application forms, write: 
Graduate Program in Banking Law Studies 
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies 
Boston University School of Law 
765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
or call: 617/353-3023 
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution 
carrying was going to be retarded. Unable 
to deal with the prospect of creating or 
loving a retarded child, the baby was 
aborted. 
In the 1930s the Nazis attempted to 
create the perfect race of blond haired, 
and blue eyed children. Anyone deviating 
from the "ideal" was exterminated. Today, 
through the miracle of abortion , if one 
disapproves of the genetic makeup of the 
unborn child, one gets the child destroyed. 
The Nazis were condemned for this sort 
of thing. In New York in 1991, it's trendy. 
Pro-Choice Rhetoric 
What bothers me is the rhetoric of the 
pm-choice movement. Pro-choicers have 
cleverly moved the debate from the bloody 
act of abortion into a semantic war over 
privacy, right to the body and parental con-
sent. Upon closer examination, this 
rhetoric often rings hollow. _ 
Privacy-The constitutional right to 
privacy may exist but how does it jus-
tify abortion? No one invaded a women's 
privacy and forced her to have sex. Why 
should the innocent infant be slaughtered 
due to the irresponsibility of the parents? 
And the right of privacy certainly doesn't 
apply to men. 
I found it ironic when some people 
began howling at the New England Pat-
riots for now allowing Boston Globe repor-
ter Lisa Olson in their locker room. What 
about the right of privacy for men dressing 
in a locker room? A politically correct dou-
ble standard. . 
Right to the Body- "Women have a 
right to their own bodies,'' is a familiar 
And if a women had an absolute right 
to her body she could sell herself into pros-
titution . It's her body after all. But again 
prostitution is illegal. For the guys out 
there thinking they have an absolute right 
to their bodies, I would like to remind 
them of the milttary draft. No one has an 
absolute right to their body. So for the 
state to compel a women to bring her baby 
to term would not be an outrageous prece-
dent or rights violation . 
Parental choice-I find it somewhat of 
a perverse paradox that it is illegal in some 
states to give an aspirin to a child without 
parental consent and yet legal to perform 
an abortion, major surgery, without either 
parent knowing. 
I ask the pro-choice person a question 
on parental choice. Who is in the position 
to provide better guidance for a child faced 
with a pregnancy? The girl's 15-year-old 
dope smoking, MTV watching friends, or 
her parents? 
Finally, I would like to conclude with 
a story about a couple I know. Unable to 
conceive a child, the couple decided to 
adopt. Unfortunately, due to critical shor-
tage of children, the couple must now 
travel to Romania to adopt. 
The story is sad but common. We have 
so effectively and efficiently wiped out 
the children of the United States, that lov-
ing, childless parents must adopt in other 
countries. 
I'm sure there are pregnant women who 
really don't want their babies. But doesn't 
it seem more moral and just to turn one's 
misfortune into someone's blessing by not 
aborting? 
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• • • . Counterpoint 
"Junior's" upbringing. And I don't believe are humans, and as humans, our most tre-
anyone really thinks that a zygote forming asured asset is our self, our body. I believe 
in your body is a frivolous thing to be that human life is precious, too, and mine 
qisposed of like an unsightly blemish . So, is a human life. It would be far worse to 
Lifers, waving those "Baby Killer" signs bring an unwanted baby into the world 
Jennine Gerrard 
I r.uess in order to intelligently argue a 
topic. you need to have discussed it with 
proponents of the other side. I have never 
done thi" with Pro-Lifers. simply because 
to do sc. would cause my blood pressure 
to shoot up to dangerous levels ... it's 
an emotional subject. Of the people 
whose opinions I have overheard by 
chance. I have perceived that they are gen-
erally the same loving Christians who be-
lieve that AIDS was sent on purpose to 
eradicate homosexuals and that anyone 
who doesn't celebrate Easter is going to 
Hell. 
Right off the bat, I would like to point 
out that anyone who stands to pee doesn't 
get to vote on this issue. Sorry, guys, but 
everyone is brave and strong when they 
hypothesize about a situation which they 
. is just irrational hype. If you really feel and cancel all happiness 6t" both mother 
would never have to encounter. that human life is so precious, why don't and child just because a. + sign showed 
"What would you do if five muggers you adopt your very own crack baby from up on the home pregnancy test. 
armed with .357's surrounded you and de- the Foundling Hospital and see to it that What bothers me most, is the women 
manded you dance naked in Central park?" they get a Harvard education and Dior who vehemently insist that abortion is 
"I would do a roundhouse kick, take baby clothes. WRONG. C'mon . .. we don't want all 
their guns, and escort them to the Police My point is not that having a child is a women to abort as a form of birth control , 
Station, naturally." financial drag, it is that my body is my but be realistic . An ostrich-like approach 
"Yeah, sure." body. It's true. if you play, you pay, one will not make abortion go away any more 
If I haven't made my point, imagine way or another. But that decision is the than a law against sodomy will keep 
your reaction when the girl you hooked most personal one there is . Imagine the people in the missionary position. Have a 
up with at the last SBA party (whose name alternative, that the Government would baby if you want one, it's a lot of work , 
you think could be Lisa or Lori) tells you have the power to force you to bring tp your body will change, you probably will 
she's two weeks late. If you say that you term any child you produce. That would never be the "Grace Van Owen" you want 
would start knitting booties, you're a be just as ridiculous. If that seems accept- to be, but please, please, don't make me 
class-A prevaricator. able to you, perhaps you should emigrate have one. 
Realistically, no one wants to make the to China where babies are monitored like 
decision between excrutiating emotional/ chattel. Why don't we have Government 
physical pain and spending the next twenty mandated breast-enlargement or force re-
years of your life worrying about tarded people to be sterilized? Because we 
Jennine Gerrard is a Vassar graduate 
who would like to finish law school and 
start a family. 
Kennedy on the Hudson fense Council (NRDC) has championed the campaign to clean up and maintain the Hudson. Through his work, many larger 
corporate offenders have been forced to 
halt the pollution of the Hudson and fined 
for polluting. The fines and damages, in 
some instances, help finance the conserva-
tion efforts and litigation to help preserve 
the river. 
His speech encompassed science, his-
tory, religion, the arts and the times he 
spent as a youth on the Hudson . Overall, 
Kennedy emphasized that the Hudson is 
one vital resource that New York must pro-
tect at all costs. Many students felt en-
lightened by what this environmental ad-
vocate had to say. First-year student. Dar-
lene Miloski, commented, "Kennedy 
really brought the whole things together 
into one picture. We have one world, it 's 
our responsibility to take care of it." 
by William Meredith 
Robert Kennedy, Jr. spoke about "Citi- Kennedy first described the complexity 
zen Action on the Hudson River" to a of the system which provides fresh drink-
crowd of over one hundred New York Law ing water to New York City residents. Al-
students on April 8. The New York Law most one hundred years ago, political lead-
School Environmenal Law Society pre- ers exhibited the foresight to develop and 
sented the event. Kennedy is a clinical protect the watersheds which provide that 
professor at Pace University School of drinking water. Today, the development 
Law. He delivered his 90 minute talk, and planning is threatened by unrestricted 
which ran the gamut of environmental in- real estate development, which some 
terest, in the Froessel Room. His obvious shortsignted politicians seem to support. 
Kennedy explained the river's signifi-
cance as more important than the function 
as an estuary that provides NYC with fresh 
water for recreation and industry. He de- :-=-:-. :-:-.----------- ---
scribe the Hudson as the last remaining Willwm Mer~dith, NYLS '93, BA Political 
place on the eastern seaboard where cer- Science, University of South Florida, '85 
tain sea life species crucial to the ocean is an active member of the Environmental affection for his topic elicited a favorable For the past decade, Kennedy, acting 
food chain reproduce. Law Society. response from the NYLS community. largely through the Natural Resource De-
Reporter Staff 
We Had A Ball 
Susan Fleischman and 
Shi vaun Fuller. 
Claudinbe Liss '91 and Hugh. by Alesia Albanese and Shivaun Fuller 
Jackie Rob las and 
Karen Emma, '91. 
Karen and 
Rick Lunenfeld, '92. 
Susan and Dilip Massand, '91. 
On April 19th of '91, 
The future barristers gathered for fun. 
They arrived by limo, taxi, and bus, 
In numbers great, three hundred plus. 
At thirty dollars the price was right, 
For a reasonable fee we were set for the night. 
The New York Academy of the Arts was grand , 
First , second . and third years were all on hand . 
President Mike did it in style; 
Susan Fleischman made us smile. 
Clair Del Risco was seen on the arm, 
Of a first year student, full of charm . 
We danced to the sounds of D .J. " ] ," 
He helped us "twist." and he made us sway. 
The music was hot. the sounds were sweet, 
In no time at all we were all on our feet. 
The statues were white, the columns were tall , Daren Domina was going to town, 
The stars in our eyes, matched the ones on the wall. Monica Coen was gettin' down. 
The open har was stocked just right , 
Only the Absolut didn't make it the night. 
Romance in the air, the mood was dreamy, 
A few were seen getting steamy. 
There was plenty of food , hors d 'oeuvres to dessert , The event wore down just before one, 
But try to sit down , and people got curt. So most found a bar to continue the fun. 
The outfits were varied , dress code in a flux , 
From spandex to sequins, from suits to tux. 
At the First Annual Barrister's Ball, 
A good time was had by one and all. 
To those who were absent-we sure missed you, 
Don't skip this event in '92! 
Alesia Albanese, NYLS '93 hails from the Virgin Islands and graduated with a BA 
in Social Science from the University of the Virgin Islands. 
Shimun Fuller, NYLS '93 is from boring New Jersey and graduated from Seton 
Hall with a BA in Journalism. 
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The Intellectual Cowardice 
Of Abortion Advocates 
behalf a.nd imposes duti~s on others for their tary servitti~ thait carrying a baby? More-
well-being.) As for consciousness, the lack over, the analogy to involuntary servitude 
of this feature during sleep wouldn't justify is flawed . Initially, it was the woman's 
killing people in their sleep. Finally, con- choice to conceive or not conceive in the 
by Mario Karonis Even one-celled creatures floating in water cerning the fetus's dependence, this feature first place. The involuntary servitude argu-
are acknowledged as life. Therefore, there is completely irrelevant to a definition of ment . is another example of the feeble 
Rhetoric and rationalization are often should be no question that what is created life. A creature is life, whether it is inside rhetoric that pro-choicers employ, in this 
used as tools of deception by those who at the moment of conception is life. or outside a womb, just as a man wholly instance, a device calculated to form a nega-
are either too weak or too embarrassed to Pro-choicers may engage in a further re- dependent on life support systems is none- tive association with pro-life positions by 
display their positions in the harsh glare finement of the definition of life. In their theless human life. Besides, most of us are raising the ugly specter of slavery. 
of an objective light. Language is thus view, what exists in the womb during the not completely self-sufficient. We depend An honest look at the abortion issue 
used to define certain terms in a softer and early stages of pregnancy, though admit- on all sorts of people and machines for our would dispense with the misleading rhetoric 
more appealing manner; then cunning tedly life, is not human life. It is far lower mere survival. and reframe the issue in more objective 
reason is employed to manipulate such on an evolutionary scale, akin to an amphi- The only meaningful point which pro- terms. However, pro-choicers are hard put 
terms into convincing justifications for bian, and never realizes humanity until it is choicers have made is that a fetus's existence to dispense with rhetoric that denies ·a 
otherwise reprehensible propositions. This born, or at least reaches viability. This is inextricably intertwined with that of the fetus's humanity. They lack the courage to 
combination of rhetoric and clever reason- rationalization leads to the absurd conclu- mother, so that any determination of the admit that their position must somehow Jus~ 
ing has been previously employed to jus- sion that human parents can spawn non- fetus's welfare would invade the bodily tify the taking of a human life. Moreoever, 
tify practices such as tyrany, slavery, tor- human life. Admittedly, what is conceived integrity of the woman. Tied in with this they would be nauseated by the ensuing 
ture, and genocide, even by well respected in the womb has not attained its full potential concept are arguments that a prohitibion of ·confrontation will) their own hypocrisy, con-
minds. Consider the following examples: as human life. But neither has most life , abortion is the equivalent of involuntary ser- sidering that they are of the same variety of 
benevolent patriarchy is a justification for an outside the womb. All existing life is either vitude or the imposition of a Good Samari- civil : libertarians who 
absolute rule (Montesqieu) or slavery in a state of development or degeneration. tan duty of the sort which the law does not vehemently protest war and capital punish-
(Plato ); the categorization of Jews and To justify abortion on the grounds that it is otherwise impose. However, these argu- ment, advocate human rights, and otherwise 
Blacks as "subhuman" (Gobineau and permissibletoterminatethedevelopmentof ments are not with much merit. Consider showanaffectatiousconcernforthehuman 
Madison) permits their inhumane treat- life at some point is to draw an arbitrary the burdensome duties which the Jaw places race. 
ment; employment of torture with its ac- line in the womb. Why not extend that logic on people within domestic relations situa- The issue of abortion is concededly a 
companying mutilation of the body is out- to its ultimate conclusion and permit the tions. For instance, parents have a legal duty close one and there are legitimate concerns 
weighed by the ensuing salvation of the killing of children, the very old, and the to provide for and support their children. which weigh in favor of allowing abortion 
eternal soul (St. Thomas Aquinas). So, handicapped, since they are not "fully de- They are also liable for children's tortious which should not be trivialized. Included· 
too1 the. rlletqi;k of _pr(>-cbQicei;s. smacks veloped" hµman life? .. acts. Additionally, spouses are liable to each are the woman's interest in determining mat-
of such distortions of l.anguage .and reason Pro-choicers, in their desperate attempt other and their children for alimony and ters affecting her own body, a family's in-
to justify the practice . 9f Qie taking of to dehumanize the fetus, focus on features support payments upon divorce. Ifone com- terest in controlling its size and resources, 
human life. This art~cle exposes the hoax which the fetus Jacks and c;laim that these pares the magnitude of these duties com- and society's interest in curbing overpopula-
ofpro-choice rhetoric,andrationalization. are unique to a definition of human life. pared to that of bearing a child, one will tion. However, in an objective evaluation 
The first deception in whicti the at>ortLon Specific;.,ajly,, dispositive importance is giv.en .find the former much more burdensome. of the issues, one must not lose sight that 
advocates · engage is the redefinition of to the features of consciousness, reason, and Which would you rather do if faced with a human life is involved, and that abortion 
human life. The question of what consti- independence; however, such features are choice? Carry a baby to term for nine necessarily involves the taking of such life, 
tutes life is not very problematic until it in fact not unique. Senile people, young months, or work long hard hours at an un- no matter how humanely. 
is placed in the context of abortion. There infants, and the mentally ill all lack a rational pleasant job for 18 years in order to support 
has always been an overwhelming scienti- capacity, yet nobody questions their human- a child until he or she has attaine9 majority? Mario Karanis, NYLS '9 I 
fie consensus concerning this definition. ity. (Note the i?w often intervenes on their Isn't the latter more reminiscent of involun-
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The Gaelic Law Students Association of 
New York Law School held its first func-
tion on Thursday, April 12. The event, a 
social gathering for friends and members, 
was '1eld at the Blarney Star, an Irish pub 
on Murray Street. The event had several 
purposes. First, to give members and their 
friends a place to meet off-campus where 
they could relax and forget about upcom-
ing exams for a night. Second, to defray 
the cost of membership. Third, to raise 
some money for an Irish charity, The 
..... 
Northern Ireland Children's Fund. Lastly, • 
to entice new members to the club. • 
The event was· considered a success, 
with all purposes fulfilled, despite a lower • 
than expected turnout. The Blarney Star 
gave the club a private room that could • 
accomodate over I 00 people, and provided 
everything else one would need for a great • 
party. It is a shame more NYLS students 
didn't show for the event. Anyone in- • 
terested in joining GLSA should contact 
Brian Neville or Patrick Benn. 
• 
47 MURRAY STREET 
(BETWEEN CHURCH AND WEST BROADWAY) 
WE DELIVER 
571-4321 
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Take Me Out To the Ballgame 
Patrick Benn ing bleak winter months. After all, what 
Each year several signs mark the chang- else can we look forward to after the Super 
ing of the seasons, notably the passage of Bowl? God knows it isn't the study of 
winter into spring. The most obvious signs Civil Procedure or the pursuit of law 
are the warmer days, the blossoming of school women. If there is one thing men 
the flowers and the trees, and young men's can always place their hopes and aspirations 
fancies turning to things other than the on, it is the return of baseball each spring. 
study of Constitutional Law. However, For the past eight years, I have marked 
there is one sign more encouraging than spring's arrival by attending a Mets game. 
all the rest. It is the return of baseball to This year being no different, some fellow 
our lives. law students and I headed out to Shea 
For those of us who love the game, the Stadium for opening day. This was a day 
expectation and anticipation of a new we had been looking forward to ever since 
baseball season helps us remain sane dur- we bought ~ickets in January. It didn't mat-
BOOKS: 
John Grisham's The Firm 
by Joe Conway 
What a book! "The Firm"' is one of those 
rare novels whose dust jacket is actually 
right on the mark. 
'The Firm' is John Grisham's first 
novel. It begins predictably enough. with 
Mitchell McDeere. a brilliant and good-
looking young Harvard Law grad whose 
third in his class (doesn't it always seem 
like these characters are?), fresh out of 
school and job hunting. McDeere and his 
wife Abby are choosing among several of-
fers from the top New York and Chicago 
firms. when they get an extraordinary in-
vitation from a relatively unknown Mem-
phis, Tennessee firm named Bandini, Lam-
bert and Locke. 
By dangling a base first year salary of 
$89,000 Bandini, Lambert entices Mitch 
into joining the firm. There is also a yearly 
bonus of (at least) $10.000. a new BMW. 
and a three bedroom home in an expensive 
' 'BRIEF'' REVIEWS 
ter that we had to risk our tives riding on Dwight Gooden proceeded to blow a'!"ay 
the 7 train through the "land of the living the Phillie batters with his 94 mph fastball . 
dead," otherwise known as Queens. Nor It was at this time that meapjng suddenly 
did it matter that tickets cost a small for- returned to our lives. Once again, we 
tune these days, or that our seats came would have plenty to talk about. We could 
equipped with oxygen masks. We were so now concern ourselves with topics such 
excited, we didn't even mind missing one as Frank Viola's elbow, Sid Fernandez's 
of those truly inspirational Constitutional weight problems, and the Mets' batting 
Law lectures. Hey, we were at Shea order for another summer. Issues such as 
Stadium for opening day and that was all these are far more interesting than law 
that mattered. school, wouldn't you agree? Thank God 
At the stadium we began searching for it's spring once again . 
our seats, oblivious to a horrendous maul- ---------------
ing of the National Anthem by an actress ! Patrick Benn, NYLS '93, B.S. 
on "Designing Women." Where in the I Mathematics, Fordham '89, has aspira-
name of God is Roseanne Barr when you' tions of making it to the big Leagues, just 
need her? We settled down with our small, as soon as he can get his fastball over 45 
$3. beers and our $2.95 hot dogs, as mph. 
suburb. (At some points while reading the 
book, I became more interested in the de-
scriptions of the perks and benefits than 
the mystery itselt). 
Things at ttrst seem pertect tor Mitch 
and Abby. He begins to work the requisite 
90-hour weeks, and she starts teaching 
third grade at a local prep school. But then 
the mysteries begin to pile up. The firm's 
management is overly proud of the fact 
that no one has ever resigned. Several 
younger associates die in strange acci-
dents, and the security system at Bendini, 
Lambert is better than that at Fort Knox. 
Soon Mitch and Abby begin to realize 
that Bendini, Lambert is more like La Cosa 
Nostra than Labeuf, Lamb, Leiby and 
also believingly psychotic, and in a world 
of axe-wielding horror film bad-guy this 
ts no longer easy. I don't want to give 
anything away, just go see it. (4.3 Gavels) 
MacRae. Strong-armed by the FBI, they 
are forced to risk their lives as they attempt 
to expose the firm and get away aJive. 
John Grisham is a recent graduate of 
Ole Miss, and while he certainly is not in 
the same league as Scott Turow, he has 
managed to produce a taut, captivating, 
and unnerving suspense thriller. While I 
don't want to give the ending away, you 
will be surprised and pleased by the in-
novative and unpredictable finale. At the 
very least, it will make you think twice 
about public interest law before joining 
that big Wall Street firm. 
Written by Joe Conway 
NYI.S '93, BA, Political 
Economy FORDHAM '89 
Silence of the Lambs 
Class Action: For those of you who have 
the piercing flashbulb sound effects of the anxiously awaited the word on Class Ac-
police photographer at work. Sound, in tion since last issues's "Brief Reviews"-
fact, is masterfully used throughout the the word is "Hackneyed." Yes, Gene is 
film in a way that few directors fully good, but the film ain't worth it. (I Gavel) 
by E{ik R. Blaunstein 
Starring: Jodie Foster and Anthony Hop-
kins . 
Oregon in the 70s. (Look for Bill Bor-
roughts in a cameo role as the junkie/ 
priest). Breathless-It has come to my at-
tention that a number of NYLS students 
think that this was a Richard Gere film; 
before (director) Goddard rolls over and 
digs himself a grave, find a decent video 
store that carries the original. 
exploit (recall Scorsese's use of Facts: F\edg\\ng FBI trainee (Foster) has 
a "meeting of the minds" with imprisoned 
serial psycho killer, "Dr. Hannibal the Can-
nibal," (Hopkins) in order to get help on 
an unsolved case. "Watch it when you 
hand him stuff during your meeting," 
warns Foster's boss, "he's liable to havi: 
you for lunch ... " 
flashbulbs-over-silence during the fight Video Rental Picks of the Month: 
scenes in Raging Bull). - Drugstore Cowboy-A small posse of ad-
Erik Reid Blaunstein , NYLS '93 , attended 
the NYU film school as an undergraduate. 
He produced and edited MTVIVHI music 
videos in NY and LA before coming to 
NYLS. 
Demme's skill clearly shines when it diets led by a surprisingly well-placed 
comes to giving actors direction. Foster is Matt Dillon rob drug stores in Portland, 
brilliant as the white-trash southern agent, .....--------------------------------
and much of the film is seen from her The Ballad of Mike and Bern 
Issue: Whetherthis is worth seven bucks. 
Holding: Drop your Emanuels and run for 
the theater nearest you. 
Analysis: The quirky direction of Jonathan 
Demme (Something Wild, Stop Making 
Sense, Swimming to Cambodia) turns a 
straightforward genre film into an unusu-
ally effective thriller. Example: a would-
be typical autopsy scene is transformed by 
perspective. Her diminutive size is used 
early by Demme: when she is called off 
a sweaty run on the FBI obstacle course 
to meet with the boss, she gets into an 
elevator crowded with perfectly, clean, 
six-foot male agents-the obvious directo-
rial move would have been for one of the 
men to make an imbecilic comment, but 
Demme elegantly gives the scene a comic 
dignity by maintining silence. Hopkins is 
by Lome Smith 
I like N. Y. Law Students. 
lbey are so unlike NYU Law Students. 
lbey are not dead president's sons. 
lbey do not rip our cases from the Federal· Reporters. 
They are not cut-throat neurotics nor anal retentive. 
They know how to drink. 
They shoot pool and act cool. 
lbey ride motorcycles and chomp chicken wings. 
They have spunk and spirit, and watch sports. 
lbey have personalities. 
lbey read Bukowski and Burroughs, Kerouac and Kant. 
They have excellent table manners and tell a good joke. 
Yes, I like N.Y. Law Students. 
by D. LaPorta 
When the sun lights over the ocean, from the breakers to the horizon 
the blue leaps from the water, and catches a light in one's eye 
It mystifies the soul, and suspends the spine to a chill 
When the fog sets in, and the heat come after a cool ram 
a rainbow reaches to grasp another world 
Suspended by the mystifying grace of the infinite water 
It holds our imagination in a sttong haze-
which locks us to wonder where that world is--
A hold so powerful upon our souls that we realize not-
that our soul is already there . . . 
in lhc majestic hue at the end of lhc rainbow 
by Bernadette Dono and Michael Difelli 
This is the story of Bern and Mike 
And how Legal Writing they tried to like. 
Being faced with writing another long brief, 
made them morose beyond belief. 
So they thought they'd give their facts statement a twist. 
lbere was a lot to do, so they made up a list. 
lbey organized, refined, and wrote it long hand. 
lbey showed it to some friends who thought it was grand. 
Worried that they might be going too far, 
lbey checked it all out with the C.P.L.R. 
Nowhere did the rules forbid writing in verse 
And the Federal Court loved it in Mackensworth* . 
So they finished their brief, checking everything thrice: 
Format, case statement, spelling, grammar and cites. 
lben they said to each other, when finally done: 
. "Who knew Legal Writing could be so much fun?" 
They agreed that their poem might at least console them, 
When their teacher inevitably pigeonholed them. 
You see they always got "C's, which were blamed on "the curve," 
No matter how hard they worked, and it got on their nerves. 
Well they handed it in and they waited to see, 
If all their hard work would at least pull a "B." 
But once again they got that horrible letter. 
"If not for. the poem, you would've done better." 
Now Mike and Bern became very upset. 
lbey approached their teacher to express their regret. 
She hated the poem. She said, "It was weird." 
So Mike and Bern went to cry in their beer. 
lbey'll complain to the department. They won't just give in. 
lbey'll fight for their freedom and maybe they' ll win: 
They tried to be different, but were forced to confonn. 
If the law is so rigid, maybe they don't belong. 
So that's the story of Mike and Bern. 
Some say they're stubborn and never will learn. 
*Mtrlnrswonli i : AMeriam Tmding Trwuponation Co., 367 F. Supp. 373 (1973) (~in reply briefs and 
opinion - wriUcn entildy in \a'SC). 
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SUMMER 1991 NEW YORK LIVE LOCATION BEGINS MAY 22ND 
TOWN HALL - 43RD SfREET BETWEEN 6TH A VE. & BROADWAY -9:30AM/6P~. 
SUMMER 1991 NEW YORK COURSE TAPE LOCATION INFORMATION CALL CLASSES BEGIN MAY 22'Ilf) 
ALBANY Albany Law School - Eut Wmg 9AM/6PM video 
ANN ARBOR, Ml Univ. of Michigan Law School - Room 132 6PM video 
BERKELEY, CA UC Berkeley - Bod Hall - Room 120 1:30PM video 
BOSTON, MA 
1) BOSTON UNIV. School of Law - Room 1420 lOAM video 
2) JOHN HANCOCK HALL 180 Berkc:lcy St. - lndcpmdcncc Room 6PM video 
Clusca 711 - 7/17: Confcn:ncc Ccoter - Room 303 ,.... 
w BRIDGEPORT, CT 
Univ. of Bridgeport School of Law - Room 126 10AM/6PM video 
BROOKLYN Brooklyn Law School - Room 400 10AM/6PM video 
(No claas 6111; cla.ia mcc:tl on 6115 - AM only) 
-
BUFFALO SUNY al Buffalo School of Law - Room 106 9AM/6PM video 
> 
CAMBRIDGE, MA Harvard Law School - Pound Hall Room 101 lOAM video 
(No claas 616 & 6114 - double claas 6110 & 6117) 
Clauea w.:ek of 6/17 & 6124; Langdeil North 
CHAMPAIGN, ll.. Univ. of Dlioois College of Law - Room E 9AM audio 
w CHARLOTI'ESVILLE, VA Univ. of Virginia School of Law- Room 110 9AM video CHICAGO,ll.. Univ. of Chicago Law School - Auditorium 9AM video 
a: 
(COURSE BEGINS 613 - double claas 613, 614 & 615) 
(No claas 6114 - double claas 6117) 
DURHAM, NC Duke Univ. School of Law - Room 102 9AM video 
HARTFORD, CT Univ. of Hartford - Gray Conference Center 2PM video 
Clu11e11 5129 - 615 and 6117 - 6121 meet al Geogru 
Student Union - Facuhy Dining Room 
a: HEMPSTEAD Hofstra Univ. School of Law - Room 308 10AM/2PM/6PM video 111fACA Cornell Law School - Room G90 9AM video 
~ LOS ANGELF.S, CA BAR/BRI Office - 3280 Motor Avenue - Ste. 200 l PM video Claas of 6130 mec::U 6129 MANHATTAN 1) DOWNTOWN NYU Law School - Room 110 lOAM video 2) MIDTOWN Town Hall - 123 W. 43rd St. (bet. 6th Ave. & Bway) 1:30PM video 
m 
Clusca of 617 & 6124 meet al BAR/BRI office al 1:4SPM 
3) UPJ'OWN Columbia Law School - Room A l OAM video 
Claas of 6130 mecll al The Hotel Pauuylvania (33rd & 7th) 
MIAMl,FL Univ. of Miami School of Law - Room 300 9:30AM video 
MONMOUTH COUNTY, NJ Ramada Inn - Rt. 36, West Long Branch 2PM video 
MONTREAL, CANADA McGill Univ. - Old Chancellor Day Hall - Room 202 9:30AM video (W'91 tapes 
-
NEWARK, NJ Rmgen Univ. Law School - Room 113 (AM); 348 (PM) 10AM/6PM video 
a: NEW HAVEN, CT Colony Inn - 1157 Chapel Street 9:30AM video NEWl'ON,MA Boston College - rme Arts Building - Room 212 3:30PM video 
PALO ALTO, CA Stanford Law School - Room 280 1:30PM video 




1) QUEENS COLLEGE Student Union - Room 310 9:30AM/6PM video 
2) CUNY LAW SCHOOL Room 135 lOAM video 
ROCHPSI'ER Eut Avenue Inn - 384 Eut Avenue 9AM video 
~ ROCltLAND COUNTY Nanuet Sheraton - ROIC Rd. & Rt. 59 lOAM video SPRINGFIELD, MA WNEC School of Law - Room B lOAM video (No claas 617 - claas mcc:ta 618) STATEN ISLAND Wagner College - StUdait Union - Room 201 lOAM video 
Dl SUFFOLK COUNTY 1) HUN11NGTON Touro College School of Law - Moot Court Room 10AM/6PM video (No Friday PM cluaca - pleuc allmd another loca1ion) 2) SOUTHAMPTON Soulhamp&on Inn - 91 Hill Street - Confen:ncc Room A 9 :30AM video 
SYRACUSE • Syncme Univ. College of Law - Grarit Auditorium 9AM/6PM video 
TORONTO, CANADA Blco Homc - 75 P"Ucahire Road, Willowdale 9:30AM video (W'91 tap 
• WASHINGTON, DC Gcorgdown Univ. Law Ccoter (AM) 9AM/6PM video 
Federal Bar Building (PM) -181S H Stn:ct NW - 3rd Floor 
WHITE PLAINS Pace Univ. - Hayc::a Theatre 10AM/6PM video 
